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Executive Summary 

EMD International A/S has been tasked by Energinet to conduct a Site Wind Conditions Assessment for 
Hesselø offshore wind farm. 

The site wind condition assessment is an early assessment after 8 months of onsite measurements in 
the Hesselø wind farm zone and has as aim to produce early site wind condition parameters according 
to IEC 61400-1 [1] and IEC 61400-3-1 [2]. In addition, IEC 61400-15-1 CD [3] is refferenced.  

The report include a presentation and analysis of onsite data from the FLS-200 buoy as well as secondary 
measurements surrounding the site and sourced for this purpose. A wind model created for the site 
through long-term correction of 7 months of onsite LIDAR data with 22 years of EMD-WRF mesoscale 
data (labelled “Primary Wind Model”). 

The Primary Wind Model is backed up by to alternative models, presented as “Calibrated Mesoscale 
Data Model” and “Translated Læsø Data Model”. The two alternative models are in good agreement 
with the Primary Model on mean wind speed for the site, but up to 3% in disagreement on expected 
production output. The difference may be caused by the very short and seaonally biased local 
measurement period. 

Due to seasonal bias and short measurement period, many of the site condition parameters are 
supported or replaced by data from the GASP [4] dataset, surrounding measurements or model 
calculations. It is expected that several of these parameters may fully rely on local measurements when 
the measurement campaign is complete. 

All calculations are done in WindPRO 3.5, developed and sold by EMD International A/S. 

The site condition parameters are summarized in Table 1. 

The datasets produced by this study are available in a data package prepared for Energinet. 
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Table 1. Summary table of Site Wind Condition parameters at the Hesselø Floating LIDAR System buoy. 
All values refer to 140m height above sea level (ASL). 

Parameter  Value 

Mean wind speed 9.64 m/s 

Weibull distribution, A parameter (scale) 10.89 

Weibull distribution, k parameter (shape) 2.22 

Normal wind profile power law exponent 0.088 

Turbulence intensity mean value (𝑻𝑰𝝁) at a 10-min average wind speed of 

15m/s* 

6.0% 

Turbulence intensity standard deviation (𝑻𝑰𝝈) at a 10-min average wind 
speed of 15m/s* 

1.7% 

Turbulence intensity 90% quantile at a 10-min average wind speed of 15m/s* 8.2% 

Mean air density 1.23 kg/m3 

Mean air temperature 8.3 °C 

50-year extreme wind speed 40.5 m/s 

1-year extreme wind speed 22.8 m/s 

Wind shear for extreme wind speed extrapolation 0.095 

Characteristic turbulence intensity at 50-year extreme wind speed 12.9% 

Air density for extreme wind 1.23 kg/m3 

* Turbulence values at other wind speeds can be found in appendix G. 
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Recommendations 
EMD recommends updating this site parameter assessment at the conclusion of the measurement campaign.  
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1 Introduction 

EMD International A/S has been tasked by Energinet to provide a site wind condition assessment for the 
Hesselø Offshore Windfarm. 

The objectives of the site wind condition assessment were described by the Scope of Services Site Wind 
Conditions Assessment [5] provided by Energinet and includes the following: 

A site wind condition assessment adequate for a preliminary site-suitability analysis for the Wind 
Turbine Generator (WTG) and Rotor Nacelle Assembly as well as input in early-stage integrated load 
analyses of the support structure and turbines. 

The parameters for the wind condition assessment are listed in Table 2 and are defined according to 
IEC61400-1 [1], IEC 61400-3-1 [2] and IEC 61400-15-1 CD [3]. 

 

Table 2. Site wind conditions parameter list. 

Site parameters at 140m MSL   

Normal conditions parameters Extreme conditions parameters 

Mean wind speed Extreme Turbulence Model (ETM) at hub height 

Omni-directional Weibull wind speed 
distribution parameters 

Wind profile for extreme wind speed 
extrapolation with elevation 

Wind profile for wind speed extrapolation with 
elevation 

Wind profile for integrated load analysis 

Wind profile for Integrated Load Analysis,  

Normal Wind Profile (NWP) 

Turbulence intensity 

Normal Turbulence Model (NTM) Mean air density 

Mean air density 
Maximum 10-minute mean wind speed for a  

50-year EWM 

Mean air temperature  

 

The site wind condition parameter list is populated through a wind condition and resource assessment 
based on onsite LIDAR data and mesoscale WRF data. This model supported by a selection of ground 
stations located within meaningful distance of the Hesselø wind farm zone. 

Beside the present report, measurement data as well as WRF and long-term corrected datasets are 
provided in the form of time series text files. 
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2 Site Description 

2.1 Location 

The Hesselø Offshore Wind Farm (OWF) is located in the central part of Kattegat, between Northern 
Sjælland, the island of Anholt, the Djursland peninsula and the Swedish region of Halland (Figure 1). 

The Hesselø OWF zone is defined through the boundary nodes listed in Table 3. 

Closest distance to land from the OWF zone is listed in Table 4, making landfall at least 20 km from the 
OWF zone. 

The neighboring Anholt Offshore Wind Farm is located 27 km to the north-west. 

 

 

Figure 1. Regional map with location of the Hesselø OWF (OpenStreetMap). 
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Table 3. Hesselø OWF zone boundary nodes (UTM WGS84, zone 32) 

Node  Easting  Northing  

OWF 1 680432 6247210 

OWF 2 664326 6256982 

OWF 3 675002 6274479 

OWF 4 677459 6278553 

OWF 5 679510 6254602 

OWF 6 683606 6249199 

 

Table 4. Distance to landfall in each direction. 

Nearest landfal l  Distance 

Anholt 20 km 

Kullen, Sweden 29 km 

Rågeleje, Sjælland 30 km 

Fornæs, Djursland 43 km 

Hesselø 20 km 

 

2.2 Terrain description 

The wind farm is located in open water with sufficient distance to any shoreline that direct effect of 
these is negligible and only represented in the variation in mesoscale climate across the site. For this 
reason, no microscale terrain assessment has been conducted. 
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3 Wind Data  

3.1 Wind data overview 

A host of wind data measurements was considered for the wind condition and resource analysis. Each 
source is listed in Table 5-7 and considered in the following. 

The onsite Floating LIDAR System (FLS), commisioned by Energinet is the primary source of information. 
Data from an older mast commisionend by Energinet near Læsø was used as a secondary source to verify 
the wind climate. Ground station data sourced from the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) and the 
Swedish Meteorological Institute (SMHI) are primarily used to verify the long term variation in wind 
climate.  

Please note that, for DMI and SMHI stations, the information in Table 5 only relates to the latest (and 
most relevant) measurement period. 

The DMI observations have been retrieved via: 
https://confluence.govcloud.dk/display/FDAPI/Meteorological+Observation  

The SMHI data have been retrieved via the SMHI Open Data API about Meteorological Observations: 
https://opendata.smhi.se/apidocs/metobs/index.html  

The measurement locations are plotted on a map in Figure 2. 

 

Table 5. Measurement stations considered in the study. 

Name  
Type Measurement 

height [m] 
Measurement 
period 

Hesselø FLS LiDAR 40 - 240 02/2021 to 10/2021 

Læsø Met-Mast 15, 30, 45, 62 04/1999 to 12/2003 

Anholt Climate Met-Mast 10 05/1993 to 11/2021 

Gniben Climate Met-Mast 10 01/1961 to 11/2021 

Nakkehoved Fyr Climate Met-Mast 10 09/1986 to 11/2021 

Väderö Climate Met-Mast 2 08/1995 to 08/2021 

Halmstad Flygplats Climate Met-Mast 2 / 

 

https://confluence.govcloud.dk/display/FDAPI/Meteorological+Observation
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Table 6. Location of external wind measurements (geographic coordinates, datum WGS84) 

Name Longitude  Latitude 
Z  

[m] 

Height 
above 

ground 
(sea) [m]  

Provider  

(Code#)  

Læsø 
 

11.1232 57.0842 0.0 62.0  Energinet 

Anholt 11.5098 56.7169 2.3 12.3 DMI 
(#06079) 

Gniben 11.2787 56.0083 14.4 24.4 DMI 
(#06069) 

Nakkehoved 12.3424 56.1193 37.2 47.2 DMI 
(#06068) 

Väderö 12.5430 56.4505 8.3 10.3 SMHI 
(#62260) 

Halmstad- Flygplats 12.8167 56.6833 19.8 21.8 SMHI 
(#62410) 
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Table 7. Coverage of wind measurement 

Name 
Availabil ity period(s)  

[start date- end date]  

Recovery  Time interval  

 

LIDAR 28/02/2021-28/10/2021 91.4% (140 m) 10 min 

Læsø 24/04/1999-09/12/2003* 93.2% 10 min 

Anholt 

 

 

 

01/01/1961-01/11/1965 

01/10/1967 -05/04/1980 

20/05/1993-28/09/1999 

01/10/1999-10/11/2021* 

99.4% 

92.2% 

97.8% 

98.4% 

3 and 4 hours 

4 hours 

1 hour 

10 min 

Gniben 

 

 

01/01/1961-17/03/1985 

18/03/1985-31/07/2002 

28/08/2002-10/11/2021* 

77.8% 

91.6% 

98.5% 

3 hours 

1 hour 

10 min 

Nakkehoved 

 

 

15/01/1982-28/10/1983 

02/09/1986-29/09/1999 

18/01/2007-10/11/2021* 

81.2% 

90,7% 

98.9% 

3 hours 

1 hour 

10 min 

Väderö 
01/01/1961-30/06/1965 

01/08/1995-01/11/2021* 

100% 

95.6% 

6 hours 

1hour 

Halmstad 
Flygplats 

01/02/1945-30/06/1978 

23/04/2021 – 01/08/2021 

> 95% 

99.7% 

various 

1 hour 

 

* data truncated  to a full number of years further in the analysis. 
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Figure 2. Location of considered measurement stations. 

 

3.2 LIDAR measurements 

 
3.2.1 Measurement Campaign 

Energinet has commissioned a floating LIDAR measurement campaign on site, operated by EOLOS 
Floating LIDAR Solutions. The buoy is labelled FLS200-E01 and the campaign was commenced on 
28/02/2021 and is ongoing. 

EMD has received documentation as listed in Table 8. 

EMD has received measurement data both as daily and monthly batches covering the period 28/02/2021 
to 28/10/2021. Total measurement period is 8 months. 
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Table 8. List of documentation received on the FLS. 

Title  Source Date Content  Reference 

Installation Report Eolos 04/03/2021 Installation report [6] 

As Installed – Hesselø Eolos 28/01/2021 Technical specification of 
buoy and instruments 

[7] 

FLS Wind 
Measurement 
Features 

Eolos 01/02/2021 Description of wind 
measurement 
instruments  

[8] 

Hessleø 
Measurement Plan 

Eolos 29/09/2021 Description of data 
collection and 
processing. 

[9] 

Hesselø FLS200 E01 
Compass Comparison 

Eolos 13/07/2021 Comparison study of the 
three mounted direction 
sensors 

[10] 

Independent analysis 
and reporting of ZX 
LiDARs performance 
verification executed 
by Zephir Ltd. At 
Pershore test site, 
including IEC comliant 
validation analysis 

DNV-GL 29/01/2019 LIDAR verification report [11] 

Assessment of EOLOS 
FLS-200 E01 Floating 
LiDAR PRE-
Deployment 
Verification at the 
TNO Lichteiland 
Goeree Offshore Test 
Site, NL 

Multiversum 03/09/2021 Pre-deployment 
verification document 

[12] 

 

3.2.2 Buoy position 

The buoy position is reported by Eolos as listed in Table 9. 

The drift of the buoy is reported as maximum 97 m and for all practical purposes the buoy can be 
considered stationary. 
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Table 9. List of wind speed measurement equipment and location. 

FLS200-E01   UTM WGS84, z32 
Geographical  

coordinates  

Eastings 674664 11°50’6.24”E 

Northings 6261349 56°27’51.12N 

Elevation ASL [m] 0 0 

 
 

3.2.3 Instrumentation 

The instrumentation on the Eolos FLS200-E01 is described in documents [7] and [8]. In the following, 
only instruments relevant for the site wind conditions are described. 

 

LIDAR 

The LIDAR mounted on the Eolos FLS200-E01 is a ZX300M LIDAR from ZXLiDARs Ltd. 

This LIDAR model is classified by DNV-GL [13]. 

A similar model, but not the same instrument was verified at the Pershore, UK, test site by DNV-GL [11]. 

The specific instrument deployed on the Eolos FLS200-E01 was verified by Multiversum at the TNO 
Lichteiland Goeree Offshore Test Site, NL [12].  

The information from the classification and the verification was used to assess the measurement 
uncertainty of the LIDAR. The verification test as well to verify and adjust the wind directions sensor (see 
section 3.2.6). 

The LiDAR window is located 1.6m above sea level. This should be compensated for when interpreting 
the measurement results together with an 0.4 m offset built into the tidal correction of the data 
processing by Eolos. This means a 2 m offset between the measurement height reported and the real 
heights. This results in measurement heights according to Figure 3 from the Eolos Measurement Plan 
[9]. 
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Figure 3. LIDAR measurement heights. Reported heights must be added 2 m to obtain the real height [9]. 

 

Meteo stations 

The Eolos FLS200-E01 is equipped with two additional meteorological stations. These are a Vaisala 
WXT536 package and the second is a Aimar 200WX package. 

Both are capable of measuring standard parameters: Wind speed, wind direction, air pressure, 
temperature, humidity and rainfall. Specifications are described by [8]. 

The mounting of the instruments is 3.25 m above the waterline, however as they are not used for shear 
or wind model analysis, they are by EMD assigned a generic height of 10m. 

In the datafiles provided by Eolos only one sensor signal for each parameter is reported and it is not 
clear which of the stations provide the input. Hence, the two weather stations are considered as a single 
unit called METEO by Eolos. 

 

3.2.4 Operation history 

The measurement campaign officially started on 28/02/2021. 

A communication problem was detected, resulting I two corrective operations.  

On 19/03/2021 corrective maintenance was done on the buoy [14]. 

On 14-17/07-2021 the buoy was moved to port for maintenance and replacement of control box [15]. 

Based on the maintenance report and communication between Energinet and EOLOS the data collected 
remotely was as a result of the above suffering data loss, while a more complete dataset was collected 
locally on the buoy.  

Daily files suffer from this corruption, but EOLOS has provided monthly data files with recovered local 
data. 

The period 14-17/07/2021 remain a gap in the dataset. 
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3.2.5 Eolos Post-processing of Data 

Eolos has provided some information on the post-processing of the LIDAR data [9]. 

Wind direction data are corrected for the yaw of the buoy and the homodyne behavior of the LIDAR. 
This is the 180-degree ambiguity in the LIDAR measurements. The METEO data are used for this 
correction. 

No motion correction is applied. Eolos states that this is a valid approach. 

Eolos corrects for tidal variations. It is understood that this makes the measurements comparable with 
a fixed structure, such as a mast or a wind turbine, but it also means that the actual measurement height 
above sea level is variable, within the range of tidal variations. The tidal correction includes an 0.4m 
offset to convert the 1.6 m window height to 2 m (see section 3.2.3). 

Data are filtered if buoy location is outside maximum drift radius + 20m (97 + 20 = 117 m) 

Data are filtered if the LIDAR returns invalid values, such as N/A, 9998 or 9999, representing poor quality 
data. 

Data are filtered if out of wind speed (V < 0 m/s or V > 50 m/s) or wind direction (Dir < 0° or Dir > 360°) 
range.  

Eolos has applied a quality control algorithm to the raw measurement data and defines four states: 

0 – System not available 

1 – System available & post-processed data passing quality checks 

2 – System available but data filtered for not passing quality checks 

3 – System available & postprocessed data are passing quality checks for wind speed but not direction 

These states are labeled “Code” in the datasets from Eolos 

 

The LIDAR’s own error signals (N/A, 9998 and 9999) are captured by the Eolos state 2. 

State 0 and state 3 are not present in the datasets received from Eolos. 

EMD has included filtered values in the raw data set, but disabled data records with “Code” set to 2 in 
the filtered dataset. 

 

3.2.6 EMD Filtering of LIDAR Data 

EMD has considered the daily files but find the dataset incomplete and inconsistent. The reason for this 
is unclear but may be related to the reported problem with the logger [15]. Instead monthly files are 
considered. These are of considerably better quality. 

EMD has imported these into WindPRO using the interpretation filter presented in appendix A. 

W I N D  D I R E C T I O N  

Eolos reports [9] that the wind direction sensor used in the datafiles is that of the ZX LIDAR (as reported 
in the data files). In a comparison with EMD-WRF data an average offset of -7.5 degrees is noted (section 
5.1.3). In the validation study Multiversum finds good agreement between reference station direction 
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and the buoy main compass, but a -6.5 degree offset to the ZX LIDAR wind direction measurements. As 
these two offsets are in agreement, EMD has applied a 6.5 degree offset on the LIDAR wind direction 
measurements. 

D A T A  Q U A L I T Y  F I L T E R I N G  

EMD has used the code setting 2 (section 3.2.5) to filter the data. This has effectively removed the 
inherent ZX error settings (n/a, 9998 and 9999). 

EMD has reviewed the dataset, but no further data needed to be removed. 

In the filtered dataset produced by EMD all data highlighted as faulty are set as “disabled” so these 
records are ignored but not removed from the dataset. 

No filtering has been done on the METEO data. They are provided as is. 

  

3.2.7 Recovery Rate and Data Substitution 

The LIDAR dataset suffers data loss as a result of above filtering. In order to recover some of this loss a 
data substitution procedure was done. 

The recovery rate on the LIDAR is higher at lower heights than at taller heights. The substitution 
procedure transfers lower height measurements upwards in the profile with a shear transfer function. 

The shear matrix transformation method is described in detail in the WindPRO manual, section 12.3.3.6 
[16]). 

For each height repaired the height one or two levels below was used as source. A shear matrix was built 
using the heights immediately above and below the repaired heigth, including the source height. The 
binning for the matrix consists of 12 diurnal bins and 12 directional bins. No seasonal binning was used 
in order to increase the count of data records in each bin. Only data concurrent at all selected heights 
feed into the shear matrix. The shear value in each bin is calculated based on a Weibull derived mean 
wind speed for each selected height.  

An example of a shear matrix (140m) is shown in Table 10. 

The synthesized data replaces gaps and disabled data in the recorded dataset (wind speed and 
direction). The TI (Turbulence Intensity) signal is not repaired, but a turbulence measure can be 
reconstructed from the standard deviation of wind speed by assuming constant standard deviation of 
wind speed with height and the repaired wind speed.   

Table 11 lists the properties of each repair procedure. 
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Table 10. Example of shear matrix, here for 140 m height. Values are shear exponent α. 

H o u r  N  N N E  E N E  E  E S E  S S E  S  S S W W S W W  W N W  N N W  

00-02 0.12 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.13 0.19 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.00 

02-04 0.01 0.04 0.12 0.07 0.05 0.22 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.07 0.04 0.03 

04-06 0.00 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.21 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.05 

06-08 0.18 0.12 0.18 0.02 0.06 0.03 -0.01 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.11 

08-10 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.05 -0.04 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.07 

10-12 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.10 

12-14 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.06 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.10 

14-16 -0.08 -0.04 0.21 -0.05 0.15 0.15 0.09 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.11 

16-18 0.04 -0.04 0.02 0.03 0.18 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.14 

18-20 0.07 -0.07 -0.08 0.01 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.03 

20-22 0.12 -0.09 0.07 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.15 0.08 0.15 0.07 0.06 0.13 

22-24 0.14 0.14 0.05 0.06 0.12 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.07 0.04 0.08 

All 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.07 

 

 

Table 11. Data substitution 

Repaired height [m]  100  120  140  160  180  200  240  

Source height, m 70 100 100 120 140 160 180 

Shear matrix heights, m 70, 
100, 
120 

100, 
120, 
140 

100, 
120, 
140 

120, 
140, 
160 

140, 
160, 
180 

160, 
180, 
200 

180, 
200, 
240 

Recovery rate before 
repair 

94.3% 92.2% 91.4% 90.6% 88.5% 86.1% 84.5% 

Recovery rate after 
repair 

96.0% 96.2% 96.3% 96.4% 96.4% 96.5% 96.6% 

Share of repaired data 1.8% 4.2% 5.1% 6.0% 8.2% 10.8% 12.5% 
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3.2.8 Wind Speed 

Wind speed on the LIDAR measurements is calculated as arithmetic mean wind speed and through a 
Weibull fit as Weibull derived mean wind speed. The Weibull fitting is done in WindPRO using an energy 
conservation condition. Note that Weibull fitting is uncertain due to the short measurement period. 

The following table summarizes the resulting wind speeds before and after data substitution. 

Table 12. Weibull parameters of the wind data used (no data substitution done below 100 m ASL). 

Height  
[m] 

Periods 
[months]  

Arithmetic  
mean wind 

speeds,  
before data 
substitution 

[m/s] 

Arithmetic  
mean wind 

speeds after 
data 

substitution 
[m/s] 

Weibull  
mean 
[m/s] 

Weibull  –  
A 

parameter  

Weibull  –  
k 

parameter  

12 8 6.99     

40 8 7.75     

70 8 8.18     

100 8 8.43 8.42 8.49 9.59 2.120 

120 8 8.54 8.54 8.61 9.72 2.103 

140 8 8.64 8.63 8.70 9.82 2.081 

160 8 8.72 8.72 8.77 9.90 2.059 

180 8 8.81 8.78 8.84 9.98 2.054 

200 8 8.89 8.83 8.89 10.03 2.047 

240 8 9.00 8.92 8.97 10.12 2.014 

 

Details on the directional wind speed and Weibull distribution can be found in appendix B. 

 

3.2.9 Wind Direction 

The wind direction distribution for the 8 months of measurements is presented in Figure 4. There is a 
rotation of the wind direction distribution clockwise going up in the profile, but from 100 m and up the 
rotation is minimal. 

The direction distribution for each height can be found in appendix B. 
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Figure 4. Directional distribution at selected heights of LIDAR measurements. 

 

 
 

3.2.10 Diurnal Variations 

There is a minor variation in wind speed across the day with higher wind speed in the evening and lower 
wind speed at daytime. 
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Figure 5. Diurnal wind speed variation. 

 

3.2.11 Seasonal Variations 

As only 8 months of data are available it is not meaningful to discuss seasonal variations on the LIDAR 
data. 

 

3.2.12 Measurement uncertainty 

A measurement verification of the FLS200-E01 mounted LIDAR from Multiversum [12] was provided. In 
this study the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) according to the OWA Roadmap [17] are tested and the 
verification uncertainty calculated according the the method suggested by the CT/OWA LiDAR 
Uncertainty Standard Review [18]. 

The test site was at the TNO Lichtland Goeree Offshore Test Site, The Netherlands. 

All KPI’s were succesful.  

The verification uncertainty from the verification report is included in appendix C. 

Classification uncertainty, giving the maximum expected uncertainty are obtained from the ZX300 
classification document [13] as 1.41% (average at 130 and 135 m height). The classification table is 
included in appendix C. 

The uncertainty from data repair is found by assuming a 20% uncertainty on the wind speed change 
from source to detination height. With a 2.5% wind speed difference (from 100 to 140 m), this results in 
an uncertainty of 0.5% on wind speed of the synthesized data. At 140 m the synthesized data contribute 
5.1% of the dataset, resulting in a total 0.025% uncertainty on the wind speed at this height. 

The verification and classification uncertainty is combined together with a small contribution from the 
data repair to a combined uncertainty on the LIDAR measurements at 2.62%. 
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3.3 Læsø Measurements 

3.3.1 Measurement campaign 

Wind data from an offshore measurement mast has been provided by Energinet. The met mast was 
setup in Kattegat sea about 17 km south of the island of Læsø. The distance to Danish and Swedish coast 
is about 45 km and 66 km. 

The available measurements are: 

• wind speed at 62, 58, 45, 45, 30, 30, 15, 15 m as 10-minute values (mean, min, max and standard 
deviation) 

• wind direction at 60, 58, 43 and 28 m as 10-minute values (mean, min, max and standard 
deviation) 

• absolute temperature at 55 and 13 m, as 10 minutes values (mean, min, max, standard 
deviation) 

The available data covers a period of 4 years and 8 months from 24/04/1999 until 09/12/2003. However, 
the wind speed data from the anemometer at 58 m ends on 18/04/2000. This data is therefore not 
considered further on in the analysis. 

EMD has not received any calibration reports nor installation report describing the type of sensors and 
the detials of the mounting (boom orientation, length, distance to lightning finial). It has thus not been 
possible to check if the installation has been conducted according to the IEC standards [19]. The only 
information available comes from the csv files itself, from which the setup of the mast has been 
deducted and is presented in Table 13.  

Table 13. Mounting of sensors on the on-site met mast 

Height  
AGL 
[m]  

Channel Name  Descr ipt ion  
Mounting  and 
Orientat ion  

Hor izonta l  
boom 

Vert ical  
boom 

62 CUP62M 
Cup Anemomter 

Unknown type 
0°, Assumed Top  Unknown Unknown 

58 CUP58M 
Cup Anemomter 

Unknown type 
0° Unknown Unknown 

45 CUP45SV 
Cup Anemomter 

Unknown type 
45° Unknown Unknown 

45 CUP45NO 
Cup Anemomter 

Unknown type 
225° Unknown Unknown 

30 CUP30SV 
Cup Anemomter 

Unknown type 
45° Unknown Unknown 
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Height  
AGL 
[m]  

Channel Name  Descr ipt ion  
Mounting  and 
Orientat ion  

Hor izonta l  
boom 

Vert ical  
boom 

30 CUP30NO 
Cup Anemomter 

Unknown type 
225° Unknown Unknown 

15 CUP15SV 
Cup Anemomter 

Unknown type 
45° Unknown Unknown 

15 CUP15NO 
Cup Anemomter 

Unknown type 
225° Unknown Unknown 

60 DIR60SV 
Wind vane 

Unknown type 
0° Unknown Unknown 

58 DIR28SV 
Wind vane 

Unknown type 
0° Unknown Unknown 

43 DIR43SV 
Wind vane 

Unknown type 
45° Unknown Unknown 

28 DIR28SV 
Wind vane 

Unknown type 
45° Unknown Unknown 

55 TEMPA55NO 
Temperature sensor, 
absolute 

45° Unknown Unknown 

13 TEMPA13NO 
Temperature sensor, 
absolute 

45° Unknown Unknown 

 

 

3.3.2 Raw data verification and data treatment 

EMD has obtained access to the data as csv files. Therefore, the conversion of the raw data could not be 
verified.  

A discrepancy between the documented boom direction (from the file) and the observed direction can 
be noticed on the wind speed difference graph between anemometers at same height. For example the 
booms for the 45 m anemometers seem to be orientated at 10 degrees (instead of 45) and 210 degrees 
(instead of 225), as seen on Figure 6. No wind veer has been applied to the data since it correlates well 
with other wind direction data sources.  
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Figure 6. Wind speed difference between 45 m SV and 45 m NE, binned by direction at Læsø 

The data at 45, 30 and 10 m have been merged to remove the tower shadowing, based on the obsvered 
distortions. 

From Figure 6, it can also be observed that not only the shadowing of the mast creates a difference 
larger than 0. It could be due to the vicinity of the wind vane. 
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In general, the data quality is good. The correlation of the wind directions data and wind speed data at 
different heights correlates as expected. The data has been filtered for faulty equipment and failures.  

4 full years have been selected from 01/07/1999-01/07/2003. The data from the 62 m anemometer is 
the primary data from the Læsø met mast considered in the study. The recovery rate of the data for this 
period (94.7%) complies with the minimum requirements of MEASNET [20]. The following major gaps 
(consecutive days with missing or erroneous data) in the wind data (wind speed at 62 m and wind 
direction at 58 m) can be noted: 

• 35 days from 12/01/2000 

• 25 days from 04/01/2002, gap concerning all channels 

• 3 days from 01/11/2002 

 

Table 14. Treatment of the primary wind data source from Læsø met mast. 

Phase of 
treatment  

Height 
[m] 

Start  End 
Period 

[Months]  

Arithmetic  
mean 
wind 

speeds 
[m/s]  

Recovery 
rate [%]  

Raw 62 24/04/1999  09/12/2003 56 8.36 97.6 

Filtered 62 24/04/1999 09/12/2003 56 8.85 93.2 

Trimmed 62 01/07/1999 01/07/2003 48 8.94 94.7 

 
 

3.3.3 Data analysis 

W I N D  S P E E D  

The following table summarizes the resulting wind speeds. Table 15. Wind speed data at Læsø, 4 years 
(1999-2003) 

Mast  

Arithmetic  
mean wind 

speeds 
[m/s]  

Max 
wind 

speed  

[m/s]  

Weibull  
mean 
[m/s] 

Weibull  –  A 
parameter  

Weibull  –  k 
parameter  

62 m 8.80 28.39 8.94 10.09 2.36 

45 m 8.45 27.59 8.57 9.67 2.35 

30 m 8.14 26.94 8.25 9.31 2.31 

15 m 7.50 24.7 7.58 8.56 2.22 
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W I N D  D I R E C T I O N  

The frequency and energy distribution for the meteorological at Læsø indicate sector west and south-
south-west as the expected dominant wind directions. 

 
 

  

Figure 7. Wind direction frequency (on the left) and energy (on the right) distribution, Læsø 4 years, at 
62 m ASL (07/1999-07/2003) 

 

T U R B U L E N C E  I N T E N S I T Y  

The turbulence intensity calculated from the mean wind speed and its standard deviation is presented 
in Figure 8. At 62 m, the mean turbulence intensity is 7% as expected on an offshore site. As observed 
on Figure 9, the turbulence is higher from north, possibilbly due to island of Læsø (though mounting of 
the interument is also a possibility). 
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Figure 8. Turbulence intensity measured at Læsø mast (4 years) at 62 and 45 m per wind speed bin 

 

Figure 9. Turbulence intensity measured at Læsø mast (4 years) at 62 and 45 m per wind direction (36 
sectors) 
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D A I L Y  V A R I A T I O N S  

The wind speed is lowest at midday and highest during the night. The daily variations of turbulence 
intensity are minimal as expected on an offshore site. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Daily variation of wind speed and turbulence intensity measured at Læsø met mast (62 and 45 
m, 4 years) 

 

S E A S O N A L  V A R I A T I O N S  

The monthly wind speed variations point to highest wind speeds during the late autumn and winter. 

From the seasonal analysis of the wind direction (Figure 12), it can be seen that only during summer 
(May-August) there is a dominant wind energy sector from west. The remaining months have rather 
balanced wind roses. 
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Figure 11. Monthly variation of wind speed and turbulence intensity measured at Læsø met mast (62 and 
45 m, 4 years) 
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Figure 12. Monthly wind energy roses at Læsø met mast (62 m, 4 years) presented for winter, spring, 
summer and autumn months 
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T E M P E R A T U R E  
 

Over the 4 years of measurements at Læsø (55 m), the mean temperature was 9.5 degrees with a 
minimum and maximum of respectively -11.11 and 26.2. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Diurnal and monthly variation of absolute temperature at Læsø mast (55 m & 13 m, 4 years). 

 

3.4 Anholt Measurements 

 
3.4.1 Measurement campaign 

The observations made at Anholt come from a meteorological mast from DMI (#06079). Wind speed 
and direction measurements are recorded at 10 m AGL. Temperature data is measured at 2 m AGL.  

The observations have been conducted from several locations during the measurement period [20] as 
shown on Figure 14. The first location is close to the Anholt lighthouse on the eastern side of the island. 
The observations from this first period start in 1961 until 1965. The time interval is 3 hours and then 4 
hours from mid-1964 until October 1965. 

The measurement location has then been moved to the town of Anholt at 2 positions between 1965 and 
1980. The data covers the period between 1967 and 1980, with time interval of 4 hours. The coordinates 
available [20] for these different positions cannot be validated from the Orthophoto map. 
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The last and current location is at the harbor of Anholt (Table 6). Photomontages made from Google 
Street View confirm the position of the measurements mast on the northern part of the harbor. The 
mast is located about 17-25 m from the pier, at an altitude of 2.3 m ASL. The mast does not seem 
obstructed by local obstacles in the main wind direction. However, effects can be expected from a 
building about 50 m south-east of the mast. The setup of the anemometer on the mast is unknown, 
which prevents the assessment of possible distortion from the mast. The data from this location can be 
divided in two periods with different time intervals: between 01/05/1993 until 28/09/1999 with hourly 
data and between 29/09/1999- 10/11/2021 with 10 min data. The data is 10 min averaged. 

 

 

Figure 14. Four positions of Anholt met mast (DMI #06079, [20]) over time1: An1 (01/01/1965-
01/11/1965), An2 (01/11/1965-25/11/1976), An3 (25/11/1976-06/04/1980) and An4 (06/04/1980-
today) (source: windPRO European Satellite Imagery). 

Temperature data is available at 2 m above the terrain as hourly average measurements. No turbulence 
data are available. 

 

3.4.2 Raw data verification and data treatment 

In general, the data quality is good. The data have been filtered for faulty equipment and failures due to 
weather conditions.  

To ensure the consistency of data in terms of location and time resolution, only the data from the last 
period of measurements is kept for this analysis. Out of this period extending from 29/09/1999 until 
10/11/2021, 22 full years have been selected: 01/11/1999 – 31/10/2021. The recovery rate of the wind 

 
1 Note that the period provided for a given position may not exactly coincide to data coverage as described in 
Table 7 (because of missing data for example). 
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data for this period is very good with 98.4%. The following gaps (consecutive days with missing or 
erroneous data) in the wind data can be noted: 

• 5 days in 09/2000 

• 3 and 4 days in 07/2001 

• 7 days in 10/2006 

• 14 days in 04/2013 

• 1 months between 04/05/2013 and 03/06/2013 

The reasons for missing data is unknown. 

The recovery rate of the temperature data is also good with 95.5%. 

 

3.4.3 Data analysis 

W I N D  S P E E D  

The following table summarizes the resulting wind speeds.  

Table 16. Wind speed data at Anholt, 22 years (1999-2021) 

Mast  

Arithmetic  
mean wind 

speeds 
[m/s]  

Max 
wind 

speed  

[m/s]  

Weibull  
mean 
[m/s] 

Weibull  -  A 
parameter  

Weibull  -  k 
parameter  

Anholt, 10 m 7.22 30.30 7.32 8.26 2.13 

 

W I N D  D I R E C T I O N  

The frequency and energy distribution for the meteorological at Anholt indicate sector west and south-
south-west as the expected dominant wind directions. 
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Figure 15. Wind direction frequency (on the left) and energy (on the right) distribution, Anholt 22 years 
(11/1999-11/2021) 

T E M P E R A T U R E  

The results of the temperature data is summarized in Table 17.  

Table 17. Temperature data measured at Anholt, 22 years (1999-2021), 2 m AGL 

Mast  
Mean  

Temperature  
 [°C] 

Minimum 
Temperature 

[°C]  

Maximum 
Temperature  

[°C] 

Anholt 9.6 -11.1 30.5 

 
 

3.5 Gniben Measurements 

3.5.1 Measurement campaign 

The observations made at Gniben come from a meteorological mast from DMI (#06169). Wind speed 
and direction measurements are recorded at 10 m AGL. Temperature data is measured at 2 m AGL.  

The DMI met mast of Gniben is located on Sjællands Odde peninsula. At this outermost point, the 
peninsula is only 200 m wide, so the location of the met mast is well exposed to the open sea. However, 
the site is elevated from the sea level by 14 m at the position of the mast. 

Observations at Gnibben have been conducted in different periods, characterized by different time 
interval and locations, as provided by [20]. The locations are shown on Figure 16. 

The three different periods are listed in Table 7, each one with a different time resolution. During the 
first period (01/01/1961-17/03/1985) the met mast has been moved 4 times according to the 
coordinates provided by [20]. The last and current position of the met mast has is valid for the two last 
periods 18/03/1985-31/07/2002 and 28/08/2002-10/11/2021 with a time resolution of respectively  1h 
and 10 min.  In the surrounding of the met mast, one can notice a large (about 6 m wide) and tall (about 
60 m high) lattice tower, 23 m in south-soutwest direction. Flow distrosion from this object can be 
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expected on the measurements, however with a minimum impact as it does not concern any primary 
wind directions.  Buildings east of the met mast are less than the measurement height and far enough 
to avoid noticeable flow. Steep slopes 80 m upwind in the western direction may affect the flow and 
hence the quality of the measurements. The setup of the anemometer on the mast is unknown, which 
prevents the assessment of possible distortion from the mast.  

 

Figure 16. Four positions of Gniben met mast (DMI #06069, [20]) over time2: Gn1 (01/01/1961-
01/08/1974), Gn2 (01/08/1974-01/04/1979), Gn3 (01/04/1979-15/02/1983) and Gn4 (15/02/1983-
today) (source: Google maps). 

The averaging time of the data is 10 min. For hourly data, it is assumed that the data is also the average 
of the last 10 minutes data. Temperature data is available as hourly average measurements. No 
turbulence data are available. 

 

3.5.2 Raw data verification and data treatment 

In general, the data quality is good. The data have been filtered for faulty equipment and failures due to 
weather conditions.  

To ensure the consistency of data in terms of location and time resolution, only the data from the last 
period of measurements is kept for this analysis. Out of this period extending from 28/08/2002 until 
10/11/2021, 19 full years of 10 minutes values have been selected: 01/11/2002– 31/10/2021. The 

 
2Note that the period provided for a given position may not exactly coincide to data coverage as described in 
Table 7 (because of missing data for example). 
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recovery rate of the wind data for this period is very good with 98.5%. The following gaps (consecutive 
days with missing or erroneous data) in the wind data can be noted: 

• 6 days in 08/2009 

• 2 and 7 days in 04/2011 

• 23 days between 05/2011 and 06/2011 

• About 1 month between 12/2012 and 01/2013 

The reasons for missing data is unknown.  

The recovery rate of the temperature data is also good with 97.7%. 

 

3.5.3 Data analysis 

W I N D  S P E E D  

The following table summarizes the resulting wind speeds.  

Table 18. Wind speed data at Gniben, 19 years (2002-2021) 

Mast  

Arithmetic  
mean wind 

speeds 
[m/s]  

Max 
wind 

speed  

[m/s]  

Weibull  
mean 
[m/s] 

Weibull  -  A 
parameter  

Weibull  -  k 
parameter  

Gniben, 10 m 7.04 35.9 7.14 8.06 2.04 

 

The wind speed measurements of 35.9 m/s occurred at Gniben on 29/11/2015 at 20:30. The storm is 
also visible on the data from Anholt and Nakkehoved Fyr, but to a less extend, especially at Nakkehoved 
Fyr. The wind speed measurements from Nakkehoved fyr are in general much lower than at Gniben and 
Anholt, due to the high roughness surrounding the mast. The maximum recorded at Anholt on the same 
event is 28.6 m/s which is still significantly lower than at Gniben. During this event, the wind direction 
was 290 degrees. The different in wind speed between Anholt and Gniben can be explained by the 
configuration of the sites: the measurement mast of Gniben is located on the top of a steep hill and 
therefore subject to a lot of speed up in the wind direction observed on this date; the measurement 
mast at Anholt is close to sea level, with no significant speed ups. It can also be observed that the peak 
events at Gnibben are associated with dip events at Anholt, indicating a very localized storm event. 
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Figure 17. Maximum wind speed event at Gniben compared to measurements at other stations. 

 

W I N D  D I R E C T I O N  

The frequency and energy distribution for the meteorological at Gniben indicate sector west and west- 
west-south as the expected dominant wind directions, both in term of frequency and energy (Figure 15). 

 

 

 
 

   

Figure 18. Wind direction frequency (on the left) and energy (on the right) distribution, Gniben 19 years 
(11/2002-11/2021) 

T E M P E R A T U R E  

The results of the temperature data is summarized in Table 19.  

Table 19. Temperature data measured at Gniben 19 years (11/2002-11/2021), 2 m AGL 

Mast  
Mean  

Temperature  
 [°C] 

Minimum 
Temperature 

[°C]  

Maximum 
Temperature  

[°C] 

Gniben 9.5 -9.4 28.7 
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3.6 Nakkehoved Measurements 

3.6.1 Measurement campaign 

The observations made at Nakkehoved comes from a meteorological mast from DMI (#06168). Wind 
speed and direction measurements are recorded at 10 m AGL. Temperature data is measured at 2 m 
AGL.  

The met mast of Nakkehoved is located on the northern coast of Sjælland, about 100 m from the shore. 
The surroundings are characterized by high roughness terrain with forest and cities (Gilleleje and 
Munkerup). The vicinity of trees (5-10 m tall) just next to the mast compromises the quality of the 
measurements due to the turbulences and displacement of the wind flow created by the canopy. The 
altitude of the mast os 36.4 m ASL. 

Observations at Nakkehoved have been conducted with different time intervals. Two very similar and 
close sets of coordinates are available [20]. The actual position (“Na2” on Figure 19) which is valid for 
the 10 mintutes interval data sets can be verified from the Danish Orthophoto Mosaic (source: 
Geodatastyrelsen). The setup of the anemometer on the mast is unknown, which prevents the 
assessment of possible distortion from the mast. 

 

Figure 19. Two positions of Nakkehoved met mast (DMI #06068, [20]) over time3: An1 (15/01/1982-
18/01/2001 and Na2 (18/01/2001-today) (source: KMS Ortofoto forår). 

The averaging time of the data is 10 min. For hourly data, it is assumed that the data is also the average 
of the last 10 minutes data. Temperature data is available at 2 m above the terrain as hourly average 
measurements. No turbulence data are available. 

 
3 Note that the period provided for a given position may not exactly coincide to data coverage as described in 
Table 7 (because of missing data for example). 
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3.6.2 Raw data verification and data treatment 

In general, the data quality is good. The data have been filtered for erroneous data usually due to faulty 
equipment and failures due to weather conditions.  

Only the data from the last period of measurements with 10 minutes values is kept for this analysis. 14 
full years have been selected from 01/11/2007-31/10/2021. The recovery rate of the data for this period 
is very good with 98.9%. The following gaps (consecutive days with missing or erroneous data) in the 
wind data can be noted: 

• 27 days in 03/2014 

• 17 days between 07/2021 and 08/2021 

The reasons for missing data is unknown.  

The recovery rate of the temperature data is also good with 98.1%. 

 

3.6.3 Data analysis 

The following table summarizes the resulting wind speeds.  

Table 20. Wind speed data at Nakkehoved, 14 years (2007-2021) 

Mast  

Arithmetic  
mean wind 

speeds 
[m/s]  

Max 
wind 

speed  

[m/s]  

Weibull  
mean 
[m/s] 

Weibull  -  A 
parameter  

Weibull  -  k 
parameter  

Nakkehoved, 10 m 4.05 26.50 4.01 4.47 1.56 

 

W I N D  D I R E C T I O N  

The frequency and energy distribution for the meteorological data at Nakkehoved are different. The 
frequency rose indicates mainly primary wind sectors from South and South-southwest due to the 
presence of trees in all other sectors. The energy rose shows that the main energy sectors are west-
northwest and north-northwest. South and South-southwest sectors are indeed characterized with low 
wind speeds due to high roughness. 
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Figure 20. Wind direction frequency (on the left) and energy (on the right) distribution, Nakkehoved 14 
years (11/2007-11/2021) 

 
 
 

T E M P E R A T U R  

The results of the temperature data is summarized in Table 21.  

Table 21. Temperature data measured at Nakkehoved 14 years (11/2007-11/2021), 2 m AGL 

Mast  
Mean  

Temperature  
 [°C] 

Minimum 
Temperature 

[°C]  

Maximum 
Temperature  

[°C] 

Nakkehoved 9.1 -11.6 32.6 

 
 

3.7 Väderö Measurements 

3.7.1 Measurement campaign 

The observations made at Väderö come from a meteorological mast operated by SMHI (#62260). The 
met mast is located on the northwest part of the island of Hallands-Väderö in Sweden. Wind speed, wind 
direction and temperature data are measured at 2 m AGL.  

Observations at Väderö have been conducted during two different periods at different locations [21]. 
The first period consists of about 4.5 years (between 1961 and 1965), 540 m from the west coast of the 
island. The time resolution is 6 hours. Due to the short period, its age and the coarse time resolution, 
this first part of the data set is excluded from the analysis. The second period starts in 1995 (still 
ongoing), with an hourly time resolution. The wind data is available as 10-minute averages delivered 
every hour. The temperature data are instantaneous values, also available as hourly data. The position 
is in the vicinity of the lighthouse, about 140 m from the west coast and at an elevation of 8.3 m ASL. 
The lighthouse and its dwelling are located about 25 - 32 m in the western direction. Flow distortion 
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from these obstacles can affect the quality of measurements made at 2 m AGL. The landscape is open 
but with low vegetation to the east. No turbulence data are available. 

 

 

Figure 21. Two positions of Hallands-Väderö met mast (SMHI #62260, [21]) over time4: Va1 (01/02/1945-
30/04/1969 and Va2 (01/05/1969-today) (source: Google maps). 

 
 

3.7.2 Raw data verification and data treatment 

In general, the data quality is good. No filtering of erroneous data has been necessary. The data seems 
already filtered. 

26 full years have been selected from 01/08/1995-01/08/2021. The recovery rate of the data for this 
period is good with 95.6%. The following gaps (consecutive days with missing or erroneous data) in the 
wind data can be noted: 

• 26 days from 22/11/1995  

• 12 days from 16/02/1996 

• 14 days from 24/08/1997 

• 7 days from 22/05/1998 

 
4 Note that the period provided for a given position may not exactly coincide to data coverage as described in 
Table 7 (because of missing data for example). 
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• 10 days from 22/05/1999 

• 4 days from 01/07/2000 

• 34 days from 09/04/2002 

• 3 and 4 and 3 days gaps from 03/10/2003, 09/10/2003 and 17/10/2003 

• 10 days from 24/10/2003 

• 7 days from 17/03/2004 

• 43 days from 09/01/2205 

• 8 and 4 days from 10/03/2005 and 25/03/2005 

• 9 days from16/07/2005 

• 59 days from 28/11/2011 

• 20 days from 06/03/2018 

• 40 days from 27/03/2020 

• 22 days from 09/07/2021 

In general the reasons for missing data is unknown. The longer gaps corresponds to winter months and 
can therefore be caused by icing. 

The recovery rate of the temperature data is also good at 95.6%. 

 

3.7.3 Data analysis 

W I N D  S P E E D  

The following table summarizes the resulting wind speeds.  

Table 22. Wind speed data at Väderö, 26 years (1995-2021) 

Mast  

Arithmetic  
mean wind 

speeds 
[m/s]  

Max 
wind 

speed  

[m/s]  

Weibull  
mean 
[m/s] 

Weibull  -  A 
parameter  

Weibull  -  k 
parameter  

Väderö, 2 m 5.73 23.06 5.77 6.50 1.86 

 

W I N D  D I R E C T I O N  

The frequency and energy distribution for the meteorological at Väderö indicate sector south-south-
west and west as the expected dominant ones. 
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Figure 22. Wind direction frequency (on the left) and energy (on the right) distribution, Väderö 26 years 
(2005-2021) 

T E M P E R A T U R E   

The results of the temperature data is summarized in Table 23. 

Table 23. Temperature data measured at Väderö, 26 years (1995-2021), 2 m AGL 

Mast  
Mean  

Temperature  
 [°C] 

Minimum 
Temperature 

[°C]  

Maximum 
Temperature  

[°C] 

Väderö 8.8 -12.3 23.1 

 
 

3.8 Halmstad Flygplats Measurements 

3.8.1 Measurement campaign 

The observations made at Halmstad flygplats come from a meteorological mast operated by SMHI 
(#62410). The met mast has been located close to the airport of Halmstad, in Sweden and moved 
recently (2020) within the airport grounds, approximatively 6.4 km to the coast westwards and 2.4 km 
to the coast southwards.  

Wind speed, wind direction and temperature data are measured at 2 m AGL.  

The observations have been made from 4 different positions and at different time intervals. The three 
first positions covering data from 1945 until 1978 are within a radius of 10 m in a clearing surrounded 
by trees. It is unclear whether the mast was really moved some meters or if it is an error in the logging 
of the coordinates. The position “Ha1” on Figure 23 stands for the three first positions. For the data 
coming from this location, the time interval of data varies a number of time: 

• between 1945 and 1948, the data is available every 6 hours,  

• between 1949 and 1955 every 4 hours,  

• between 1955 and 1962 every hour but only 19 times a day (missing data for the time stamp of 
23:00, 00:00, 02:00 03:00 and 05:00) 

• between 1962 and 1978, every hour. 
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The second and current location (“Ha2” on Figure 23), is close to the runaway of the airport, in a much 
more open environment. The data recording at this location starts in 2021. So no data between 1978 
and 2021 is available.   

 

Figure 23. Two positions of Halmstad Flygplats met mast (SMHI #62260, [21]) over time5: Ha1 
(01/02/1945-30/04/1969) and Ha2 (01/01/2000-today) (source: windPRO European Satellite Imagery). 

 

3.8.2 Data analysis 

The wind data available from Halmstad flygplats are not deemed useful for the purpose of the current 
study. The data is indeed not consistent in location or time interval for a recent enough period. Moreover 
the location of the met mast is in-land and exposed to high roughness and therefore not representative 
of an offshore site. 

No data analysis are therefore conducted for this met station. 

 
5 Note that the period provided for a given position may not exactly coincide to data coverage as described in 
Table 7 (because of missing data for example). 
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4 Mesoscale data 

Mesoscale data have been obtained for the dual purpose of long-term correcting the onsite 
measurements and calculating a wind speed gradient across the wind farm zone. 

The period length is limited by the data availability and has afterwards, through a consistency analysis, 
been curtailed to an appropriate length. 

 

4.1 Mesoscale Reference Data Overview 

Different mesoscale and re-analysis products have been used as long-term data sources: 

• 22 years of EMD-WRF On-Demand [22], high resolution mesoscale data have been obtained. 
The mesoscale model developed by EMD (http://www.emd.dk) has been run for the location of 
the Hesselø FLS. ERA5 data from ECMWF (http://www.ecmwf.int) has been used as the global 
boundary data set. The temporal resolution is hourly. Additionally, 5 years of data has been 
obtained from the northern, southern and western corners of the wind farm zone as well as at 
the Læsø mast location. The latest available data are from 01/10/2021. 

• 30 years and 9 months of ERA5 [23] data, hourly data at a height of 100 m AGL have been 
obtained. ERA5 is a climate reanalysis dataset developed through the Copernicus Climate 
Change Service (C3S) and processed/delivered by ECMWF. The location is the closest available 
data node to the Hesselø FLS. 

• 30 years and 5 months of MERRA2 (Modern Era-Retrospective Analysis for Research and 
Applications 2) [24] data have been obtained. The MERRA2 data have been sourced from NASA 
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration). MERRA2 uses the GEOS-5 Atmospheric Data 
Assimilation System (ADAS) integrating a variety of observing systems with numerical models to 
produce a temporally and spatially consistent synthesis of observations and analyses. The model 
grid is 0.5° latitude and 0.625° longitude. The location is the closest available data node to the 
Hesselø FLS. 

The location of the mesoscale reference data is presented in Figure 24 and Table 24. All data are 
extracted through WindPRO. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Figure 24. Location of mesoscale reference data. 

 

Table 24. Mesoscale data position and period length. 

 
EMD-

WRF at  
FLS  

EMD-
WRF 

North  

EMD-
WRF 

South  

EMD-
WRF 

West  

EMD-
WRF 

Læsø  

ERA5 MERRA2 

Position/Node 
11.835°E 
56.464°N 

11.892°E 
 56.617°N 

11.918°E 
 56.335°N 

11.664°E 
 56.428°N 

11.123°E 
57.084°N 

12.000°E 
 56.347°N 

11.875°E 
 56.500°N 

Start  
(data used) 

01/10/1999 01/10/2016 01/10/2016 01/10/2016 01/02/1999 01/01/1991 01/01/1991 

Stop  
(data used) 

01/10/2021 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 01/02/2004 01/10/2021 01/06/2021 
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4.2 Global Atlas of Siting Parameters (GASP) 

The Global Atlas of Siting Parameters provides a description of the challenging atmospheric conditions 
required for assessment of site-specific conditions for a wind turbine according to the IEC 61400-1 design 
standard [1]. The following parameters are provided by the GASP datasets in a resolution of 250m and 
at three different heights of 50m, 100m, and 150m. 

• Wind direction distribution. 

• Wind speed probability density distribution. 

• Wind shear. 

• Flow inclination. 

• Air density. 

• Terrain complexity. 

• Extreme wind speed. 

• Turbulence intensity as function of windspeed. 

These parameters provide valuable information for planning the placement of wind farms and the choice 
of turbine to be used, which affect directly the cost of wind energy.  

Below is a short description of the parameters. For more details please refer to [4]. 

Wind speed probability density distribution: 

The wind speed probability density is assumed Weibull distributed, and the Weibull shape (k) and scale 
(A) parameters are provided for each direction. 

Wind shear: 

The wind shear is modelled according to the wind shear power law and the average power law exponent 
(𝛼) is provided for each direction. 

Flow inclination: 

The average flow inclination (𝜑) is provided for each direction based on the surrounding topography in 
accordance with the IEC 61400-1 standard. 

Air density: 

The average air density (𝜌) is provided along with an air density applicable for higher (extreme) wind 
speeds. 

Terrain complexity: 

The terrain complexity is assessed based on the surrounding topography and the turbulence structure 
correction parameter is provided. 

Extreme wind speed: 

The site-specific extreme wind speed is assumed Gumbel distributed. The extreme wind speeds with a 
1-year and 50-year return periods are provided. 
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Turbulence: 

To provide turbulence as function of wind speed it is parameterized according to the “Normal turbulence 
model” (NTM), which assumes a linear relationship between the characteristic turbulence and wind 
speed. GASP provides the slope (A) and offset (B) parameters of the turbulence for each direction.  
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5 Long-term Wind Climate 

5.1 Long-term Correction of Floating LIDAR 

System (FLS) Measurements 

 

The long term correction of measured LIDAR data is in the following considered the primary model and 
reported as the result of the study. 
 

5.1.1 Long-term Consistency 

The consistency of historical wind reference data is of vital importance when determining the long-term 
variation of wind speed. EMD has conducted consistency checks on the data sets in order to ensure that 
these would be suitable for use. These checks aim to identify trends and to establish a suitable baseline 
period. 

Analysis of the EMD-WRF dataset using the Mann-Kendall trend test [25] indicated that a common 20 
year may be trended (test value 0.12). EMD recommend, based on experience, a Mann-Kendall test 
value above 0.4 to avoid trends in the data set. Through analysis of the similar ERA5 dataset with longer 
availability, an acceptable Mann-Kendall test value is achieved if the period is reduced to 15 years (0.66) 
or increased to 30 years (0.42). 

A comparison is made with MERRA2 data in Figure 25. Both datasets are normalized as windiness indices 
with baseline of either being the period January 2003 to December 2020. There is a qualitative difference 
between the two with MERRA2 being less trended and more stable across the period. 

  

Figure 25. Annual windiness index for ERA5 and MERRA2 near the FLS. 
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Similar plots are made with four of the external ground stations described in section 3. It is clear that 
Nakkehoved is very trended and unsuited to verify the trend at Hesselø. The Anholt data have similar 
problems. There are here three distinct periods: Until 1999, from 1999 to 2012 and after 2012 with 
larges offsets between each which could mean the mast may have been moved or significantly changed. 
In any case, it cannot be used to verify the trend at Hesselø. Data from Gniben and Väderö are of higher 
quality, consistency-wise, and while not giving a perfect match, go a long way to confirm the pattern 
seen in the ERA5 data. This is consistent with general experience of the North-Atlantic Oscillation [26] 
where very long period lengths are frequently observed. 

  

  

  

Figure 26. Annual windiness indices for Väderö, Nakkehoved, Gniben and Anholt. 

Based on this analysis, the ERA5 pattern is confirmed despite the difference to MERRA2.  

It is also clear that an untrended period from 2006 to 2021 will merely be the top of the cycle and not 
representative of the long-term climate. Instead, the 30-year period from 1991 to 2021 is preferred.  

EMD-WRF data are not available for this entire period. Instead, it is found that the period 01/10/1999 
to 01/10/2021 produce exactly the same wind speed as the period 01/10/1991 to 01/10/2021 (9.28 m/s 
at 100m) and this 22-year period can therefore be used as proxy for the 30-year reference period. 

This is found through long-term adjusting EMD-WRF data to 30-year ERA5 with the Local Scaling method 
in WindPRO resulting in an insignificant scale and offset and the same wind speed with two decimals as 
of the 22-year period. 

The reference dataset is therefore 22 years of EMD-WRF data at the Hesselø FLS covering the period 
01/10/1999 to 01/10/2021. The dataset is available in the data package. 
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5.1.2 Wind Speed and Energy Correlation 

The concurrent period of LIDAR data and EMD-WRF data is 7 months (28/02/2021 to 01/10/2021). 

The correlation of the wind speed between LIDAR measurements at the FLS and EMD-WRF data is high.  

Correlation coefficient, r, is calculated for each data point without averaging.  

The wind energy dataset is calculated by scaling the wind speed to expected wind speed on site, applying 
a power curve to the scaled time series and dividing with the average production. This is a measure of 
what a turbine would produce in a given period relative to average. Correlation is calculated on monthly 
averages and represent the seasonal variation in production output. Please note that with a concurrent 
period of 7 months, this results in only 7 points for correlation. These however make excellent 
correlation with the EMD-WRF data. 

 

Table 25. Correlation for reference (150 m) against LIDAR data at 140 m. 

 EMD-WRF 

Correlation, r [%] Wind Speed, hourly 92.7 

Correlation, r [%] Wind Energy, monthly 98.5 

 

 

5.1.3 Wind Direction Correlation 

While correlating very well on direction, it was noted that the EMD-WRF data was 7.5° offset from the 
raw LIDAR data. As the verification report by Multiversum [12] noted an offset of 6.5° to the reference 
station and main compass on the buoy, the LIDAR wind direction was offset accordingly (section 3.2.6) 
leaving a 1° offset compared to EMD-WRF data. 

There is a good match of wind direction roses between the LIDAR (140m) and EMD-WRF (150m) 
concurrent data (Figure 27). 

The 7 months of concurrent data does not represent a long-term representative directional distribution 
and it must be expected that a long-term correction of data will significantly change observed directional 
distribution (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27. Left: Wind direction roses for the concurrent period of LIDAR (blue) and EMD-WRF (red) data. 
Right: Wind direction roses for EMD-WRF data. Deep red represents the entire long-term period, light 
red represents the period concurrent with LIDAR measurements. 

 

5.1.4 Long term correction and validation 

EMD has several long-term correction methodologies at disposal. A full description of these can be found 
in the WindPRO reference document on Measure-Correlate-Predict (MCP) methods [27]. 

To avoid seasonal bias, EMD recommends performing long term correction using concurrent data 
covering an integer number of years. In the present case only 7 months of concurrent data is available, 
and the risk of seasonal bias is considerable. The long-term wind climate calculated through long-term 
correction of measured data must therefore be considered tentative, to be updated when a full year of 
measurements is available.   

The relevant windPRO methodologies that will correct for the wind direction are linear regression, 
neural network and the matrix method. 

The performance of each method is tested through a 24-hour slicing test. In this, the transfer function 
is trained of every second day of the data set and used to predict a period consisting of every other day. 
The metric for comparison is the Mean Bias Error on production output, which is comparable to the 
difference in turbine production in percentage between using measured or predicted data. The result of 
this test is presented in Table 26. The matrix method produces the smallest error (0.18% under-
prediction of production) and also give satisfying results in predicting the direction distribution and 
Weibull distribution shape.  

Table 26. Prediction test using a 24-hour slicing method. The parameter presented is over-prediction in 
percent. (140 m data). 

Reference Linear regression  
 

Neural  Network  
  

Matrix  
  

24-hour slicing test, % 
production 

0.68 -1.36 -0.18 
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The long-term correction has been performed using a wind speed/direction matrix. The windPRO Matrix 
MCP Method is described by developing a relationship matrix for the wind speed bins and direction bins 
between the wind data at the reference and a concurrent period of wind data from the local site and 
applying this relationship matrix to all the long-term wind data to determine the estimated site data 
wind climate. This method corrects for changes in both wind speed and direction. The artificially 
generated time series for 100 m to 160 m height represents the long-term wind climate and is presented 
in the following. 

 

5.1.5 Wind Speed 

The long-term and seasonally corrected wind speeds for the Hesselø FLS are summarized in the following 
table. A detailed breakdown of the Weibull parameters can be found in appendix D. 

Table 27. Weibull parameters of the long-term wind data used. 

Mast  
Height 

[m] 

Period 

 [y]  

Arithmetic  
mean 
wind 

speeds 
[m/s]  

Weibull  
mean 
[m/s] 

Weibull  -  
A 

parameter  

Weibull  -  
k 

parameter  

Hesselø FLS 100 22 9.24 9.37 10.58 2.258 

Hesselø FLS 120 22 9.39 9.52 10.75 2.227 

Hesselø FLS 140 22 9.50 9.64 10.89 2.221 

Hesselø FLS 160 22 9.60 9.75 11.00 2.203 

 

5.1.6 Wind Direction 

The long-term frequency and energy distribution for the long-term corrected Hesselø FLS at 140 m ASL 
indicate a main wind direction from southwest to west. 
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Figure 28. Left: wind direction distribution of long term corrected LIDAR data at 140 m. Right: Energy 
distribution of long term corrected LIDAR data at 140 m. Both are divided in wind speed intervals. 

 
 

5.1.7 Diurnal Variations 

The diurnal long-term wind speed is compared to the observed diurnal wind speed in Figure 29. The 
variation is similar but adjusted to higher wind speed for the long-term dataset.  

 

Figure 29. Diurnal wind speed, long-term corrected (red) and observed (green). 

 

5.1.8 Seasonal Variations 

The long-term seasonal variation in wind speed at 140 m is presented in Figure 30. With the expected 
low wind speed months in the summer period, the measured period is heavily seasonal biased. 
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Figure 30. Seasonal variation of long-term corrected dataset at 140 m. 

 

5.2 Alternative Wind Models 

To support the wind resource assesment for the Hesselø FLS, two alternative models have been 
prepared. While the above described long-term correction of measured LIDAR data remain the primary, 
the two alternative models can be used to validate the model and help in the assessment of the 
uncertainty of the model. The ground stations at Anholt, Gniben, Nakkehoved and Väderö are all 
considered unsuitable as sources for a wind model, as all of them are measuring a very low height, at 
considerable distance from the Hesselø FLS and situated on land with different exposure to terrain and 
thermal stability. 

 

5.2.1 Calibrated Mesoscale Data Model 

The principle of the calibrated mesoscale model is through a simple scale and offset to adapt mesoscale 
data to that of a ground station. This could be either actual measurements or operating assets. The 
assumption is that mesoscale data is already representative for the site in terms of direction distribution 
as well as wind speed variation meaning that the only adjustment required in order to create a virtual 
mesurement mast is a simple scale and offset on the wind speed. 

In this form the methodology has a long history in Denmark, Germany and southern Sweden where it is 
used instead of performing onsite measurements.  

Onshore, the mesoscale data are adapted to microscale terrain through a downscaling procedure before 
calibration with local assets. This is not necessary offshore where the terrain is uniform and well 
described by the WRF model. 

The main criteria for applying the calibrated mesoscale data model is that a solid correlation exist 
between the mesoscale data and the ground assets. This has been satisfied in section 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. 

In a first step, the EMD-WRF data are shear interpolated from 150 to 140 m based on a shear matrix as 
described in section 3.7. This shear matrix is based on EMD-WRF data at 100 m and 150 m. 

The scale and offset is derived through a simple linear regression with concurrent LIDAR data. As in the 
case of normal MCP the scale factor should be derived from a concurrent period covering an integer 
number of years. Deriving it based on only a half year of data will seasonally bias the result. 
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The linear fit is presented in Figure 31. Based on 4747 samples the scale factor is 0.9670 and the offset 
is 0.222. 

 

 

Figure 31. Linear fit of EMD-WRF 140 m to FLS 140 m data.  

 

The scale and offset is applied to 22 years of EMD-WRF 140 m data. The resulting wind speed is 9.52 
m/s.  

The Calibrated Mesoscale Data Model time series is provided in the data package and a summary of the 
data can be found in appendix E.  

 
5.2.2 Læsø Derived Long-term Wind Climate 

The Læsø measurement mast, described in section 3.3, is located 80 km to the northwest of the Hesselø 
FLS, but is located in similar terrain with 45 km to landfall in western direction, 66 km to landfall on the 
east and 16 km to the island of Læsø to the north. With four years of measurements of good quality, it 
provides a good assessment of the wind conditions in that part of Kattegat.  

To translate these measurements to 140 m at Hesselø, three steps are required. 

T R A N S L A T I O N  O F  M E A S U R E M E N T S  F R O M  L Æ S Ø  L O C A T I O N  T O  H E S S E L Ø  
F L S  L O C A T I O N  

The method used to translate data from Læsø to Hesselø FLS is the relative difference on the mesoscale 
data. Given the distance of 80 km this translation is not trivial, but is based on the assumption that the 
difference between the two sites can be fully described by the difference in the mesoscale data. 

An EMD-WRF dataset was extracted for the Læsø location (section 4.1). The correlation between Læsø 
and EMD-WRF is very high, both on wind speed, monthly energy content and directional distribution 
(Figure 32 and Table 28) and the EMD-WRF data can there be said to capture the wind dynamics very 
well at Læsø. 
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Table 28. Correlation between the Læsø measurements at 62m and EMD-WRF (Læsø) at 50 m. 

Correlation r  [%]  EMD-WRF 

Wind Speed, hourly 93.5 

Wind Energy, monthly 99.0 

 

 

Figure 32. Directional distributions for Læsø mast (blue) and EMD-WRF (Læsø) (red) for concurrent period 
(4 years). 

 

Comparing the wind direction distribution between EMD-WRF data at Læsø and EMD-WRF data at 
Hesselø FLS a difference in directional distribution and particularly energy distribution is noted (Figure 
33). A translation function is therefore required to both translate the directions and the energy content 
in each direction. 

  

Figure 33. Left: directional distribution between EMD-WRF at Læsø (red) and EMD-WRF at Hesselø FLS 
(blue). Right: Energy rose of same two datasets. 

 

A translation function is created using linear regression with a translation function for for every 1° 
direction, used data in a +/-15° window, giving a scale and offset on wind speed as well as an offset on 
wind direction.  
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This translation function is then applied to the four year of Læsø data, creating a 4 year dataset at 
Hesselø FLS. 

S H E A R  E X T R A P O L A T I O N  

The translated data are at 62 m ASL and need to be translated to 140 m ASL. The obvious way to do this 
is through a shear extrapolation. This, however, is not trivial. A shear extrapolation from 62 m to 140 m 
is far outside the 2/3 ratio set by the MEASNET guideline ( [28]). There are of course a measured shear 
at the Hesselø FLS from the LIDAR profile, but when considering the seasonal shear on the EMD-WRF 
data we note a seasonal bias on the observed shear as these cover mainly summer months. The 
alternative is to use a shear based on long term corrected observations. This solves the seasonality issue 
but due to imperfect long term correction and the inherrent random scatter in the matrix MCP function 
there is a lot of noise in the directional and diurnal shear values. The most robust shear extrapolation 
was found to be a shear matrix based on long term corrected data at Hesselø FLS from 100 m to 160m, 
using only seasonal binning (Table 29). 

  

Table 29. Shear by season, based on long term corrected measurements at Hesselø FLS 100 m to 160 m. 

Direct ion  /hour  Jan-Feb  Mar-Apr  May-Jun  Jul -Aug Sep -Oct  Nov-Dec  

All 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.09 

 

L O N G  T E R M  C O R R E C T I O N  O F  T R A N S L A T E D  L Æ S Ø  D A T A  

The four years of translated Læsø data need to be long term corrected to the same 22 year baseline as 
used for the LIDAR data on the Hesselø FLS. 

The correlation between the translated Læsø data and the EMD-WRF at Hesselø is less good than for 
the local measurements, but considering the translations they have been subjected to, this is to be 
expected. Both on wind speed, monthly energy content and directional distribution the correlation is 
sufficiently good to perform a long term correction. 

 

Table 30. Correlation between translated and shear extrapolated Læsø data and EMD-WRF (Hesselø FLS). 

Correlation r  [%]  EMD-WRF 

Wind Speed, hourly 87.4 

Wind Energy, monthly 96.0 
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Figure 34. Directional distribution of translated Læsø data at 140 m (blue) and EMD-WRF (Hesselø FLS) 
(red), concurrent period. 

Long term correction to 22 years is tested with the three methods described in section 5.1.4. The 24-
hour slicing test is applied. The prediction error is typically 1% on production. Linear regression has the 
smallest error, but as the directional prediction with this method was poor, the matrix method with a 
small negative bias is preferred. 

 

Table 31. 24-hour slicing test using three different MCP techniques. The mean bias error is in % 
production output. 

Reference Linear regression  
 

Neural  Network  
  

Matrix  
  

24-hour slicing test, % 
production 

0.72 -1.1 -0.87 

 

The mean wind speed through the three steps can be followed in Table 32. The wind distribution and 
Weibull fit can be found in detail in appendix F.  

Table 32. Mean wind speed through the translation stages, Læsø data. 

Stage 
Arithmetic  mean  
wind speed [m/s] 

4 years of measured mean wind speed, Læsø , 62 m ASL 8.80 

4 years, translated to Hesselø FLS position, 62 m ASL 8.68 

4 years, shear extrapolated to 140 m ASL 9.31 

22 year, LTC at Hesselø FLS,  140 m ASL 9.50 
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5.2.3 Comparison with alternative results 

The wind resource at Hesselø FLS was assessed through long term correction of measured LIDAR data. 
This remains the primary model for the site. 

Two alternative models were tested, using the calibrated mesocale data method and by translating Læsø 
measurements to the site.  

The results of these tests are summed up in Table 33 

While the mean wind speed align perfectly, the production output deviated up to 2.9%. This production 
output is found by appying the power curve of a very large wind turbine (12 MW) with a typical shape 
power curve to the time series produced by each model. The reason for this difference may be found in 
the different wind speed probability functions as shown in Figure 35. The measured LIDAR data has a 
flat “top” that fits poorly to a Weibull distribution. In this region of Europe it is common that with a long 
enough measument period the data will align well with a Weibull distribution and it is possible that 
through continued measuring the probability function will allign with the alternative methods and they 
thus indicate an upside in the scale of 2-3 % production. 

While the directional distributions are qualitative similar, they are not identical and indicate the 
uncertainty on the long term direction distribution (Figure 36). 

  

Table 33. Comparison of model results. Production is relative to the primary wind model and obtained by 
applying a generic power curve to the resulting time series.  

Reference Primary wind 
model  

 

Cal ibrated 
mesoscale model  

  

Translated Læsø 
data model  

  

Aritmetic mean wind 
speed, m/s 

9.50 9.52 9.50 

Production relative to 
primary model 

 +2.1% +2.9% 
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Figure 35. Wind speed probability function for the three datasets. Primary model (green) has a poor fit 
to a Weibull distribution compared to the calibrated mesoscale model (red) and the translated Læsø data 
(purple). 

 

 

Figure 36. Directional distribution of the three long term wind models. Green: Primary model, red: 
Calibrated mesoscale model, purple: Translated Læsø data. 
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5.3 Uncertainty on Long-Term Wind Climate 

M E A S U R E M E N T  U N C E R T A I N T Y  

Uncertainty on measurements was discussed in section 3.2.12. The components are summarized in 
Table 34. 

Table 34. Measurement uncertainty. 

Contributor  Reference Source 
Uncertainty  

1 std dev ws  

Classification [13] Classification report 1.4% 

Verification [12] Verification report 2.2% 

Data patching  Estimated 0.03% 

Total   2.6% 

 

L O N G - T E R M  C O R R E C T I O N  U N C E R T A I N T Y .  

The long term correction uncertainty consists of components with very low uncertainty (correlation, 
reference consistency, reference period length) and one component with very high uncertainty, which 
is the very short and seasonally biased local data period length. This is therefore the dominant 
uncertainty with very minor contributions from other components. 

Based on [26], the combined long term correction uncertainty of a very short (half year) measurement 
period with high correlation as well as consistent and long reference data is 5% independently of the 
methodology used.   

The long term correction changes the wind speed form 7 months to 22 years by 10%. In this context a 
high uncertainty is expected. 

As presented in section 5.1.4 the performance test on the MCP methods is very good and in section 
5.2.3, the wind speed is predicted very well across different models, yet the distribution of wind speed 
may be off, leading to a production difference across methods of up to 3%, the reason likely being the 
very short measurement period. A long term correction uncertainty on wind speed of 5%, given a 
sensitivity on wind speed to production of approximately 1 (making the 3% production difference 
translate to a 3% wind speed difference), we therefore consider a reasonable value. 

 

V E R Y  L O N G - T E R M  U N C E R T A I N T Y  

The future climate is the potential difference in wind speed of the next 20 years from the past period 
considered in the wind study. Northern Europe is subject to long wave oscillations meaning that a 20-
year operation period can be quite different from the very long-term average. As suggested by [24], we 
estimate that for the wind speed regime in question this uncertainty is 1.5 % on wind speed.       
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Y E A R - T O - Y E A R  V A R I A B I L I T Y  

Based on the annual variation on the EMD-WRF data the annual variability is 4.2%. Over a 20 year 
lifetime this uncertainty is reduced to 0.94%. 

T O T A L  U N C E R T A I N T Y  

The uncertainty components are combined to a total wind speed uncertainty. A total is given for a 1 and 
a 20 year period. 

 

Table 35. Combined uncertainty on long term wind data. Uncertainty given as one standard deviation. 

Wind data uncertainty  1 year  20 years 

Measurement unc. 2.6% 2.6% 

Long-term correction unc. 5.0% 5.0% 

Very long term unc. 1.5% 1.5% 

Annual variability 4.2% 0.9% 

Total 7.2% 5.9% 
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6 Flow Modelling 

6.1 Methodology 

A wind resource model has been made for the Hesselø offshore wind farm zone. The model is based on 
the primary wind model (long term corrected LIDAR data) and describe the horizontal change across the 
site. 

This is achieved by creating a virtual met mast in each corner of the wind farm with long-term data at 
the same heights as at the Hesselø FLS (100, 120, 140 and 160 m). 

Each virtual mast is a copy of the long term corrected data at the Hesselø FLS, scaled with the relative 
difference between the Hesselø FLS location and each corner location.  

A five year EMD-WRF dataset (01/10/2016 to 01/10/2021) was extracted for each corner node. The scale 
factor is the relative difference in wind speed in each of 12 direction sectors. This set of 12 scale factors 
is then applied to the timeseries of the copy of the long term corrected LIDAR data. The scale factors 
can be found in Table 36. 

The three resulting 22 year datasets for each corner node can be found in the data package. 

 

Table 36. Directional scale factors derived from comparing concurrent period of EMD-WRF data at 
Hesselø FLS and EMD-WRF data at each corner node. 100 m scale factors are used to scale 100 and 120 
m data, 150 m scale factors are used to scale 140 and 160 m data. 

Sector  North 
100 m  

North 
150 m  

South 
100 m  

South 
150 m  

West  
100 m  

West  
150 m  

N 0.999 1.001 1.009 1.008 0.987 0.991 

NNE 0.979 0.979 1.014 1.012 1.023 1.022 

ENE 0.966 0.970 1.008 1.012 1.009 1.010 

E 1.007 1.009 0.981 0.982 1.007 1.006 

ESE 0.973 0.972 0.989 0.994 1.002 1.002 

SSE 1.015 1.012 0.961 0.964 0.992 0.991 

S 1.014 1.009 0.974 0.981 1.018 1.017 

SSW 1.003 1.003 0.968 0.970 1.016 1.016 

WSW 0.973 0.972 1.017 1.016 0.996 0.996 

W 1.022 1.021 0.992 0.994 0.984 0.986 

WNW 0.987 0.989 0.988 0.987 1.003 1.003 
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6.2 Wind Resource Map 

Based in the corner node virtual mast datasets, a wind resource map is calculated. 

The wind resource map is calculated for each of the four measurement heights (100, 120, 140 and 160 
m) through inverse linear interpolation, where each grid cell is a distance weighted average of the three 
corner nodes plus the original primary model dataset at the Hesselø FLS. The grid resolution is 200 m. 

Please note that the wind speed in the wind resource map is Weibull derived mean wind speed and 
therefore different from the arithmetic mean wind speed of the time series.  

The wind resource map as .rsf file is included in the data package.  

 

 

Figure 37. Wind resource map for Hesselø offshore wind farm zone. Wind speeds are Weibull derived 
mean wind speeds. 
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7 Siting Parameters 

This chapter outlines the requested siting parameters for assessment of structural integrity of wind 
turbines in accordance with the relevant design standards: IEC 61400-1 Ed. 4 [1], IEC 61400-3-1 Ed. 1 [2], 
IEC 61400-15-1 CD [3], DS 472 Ed 2. [29], and EN1991-1-4 including the Danish Annex DK NA EN1991-1-
4 [30] [31]. 

For siting parameters that require turbine specific information the following has been assumed. 

 

Table 37. Turbine specific information used for siting parameters. 

Turbine specification  Value 

Hub height 140 m 

Rotor diameter 200 m 

Cut-in wind speed 3 m/s 

Cut-out wind speed 25 m/s 

Wind turbine class II 

 

7.1 Normal Wind Conditions 

Normal wind conditions have been derived in accordance with IEC 61400-3-1 Ed. 1 [2], IEC 61400-1 Ed. 
4 [1] and IEC 61400-15-1 CD [3]. Due to the limited data avialable, all parameters except for the wind 
speed distribution have been estimated as omnidirectional characteristic values. This is in line with the 
IEC 61400-3-1 which allows omnidirectional values to be considered for offshore sites that are far away 
from the coast where the environment generally exhibits little directional variation. 

Due to the site location being offshore the terrain is classified as “not complex” (terrain complexity 
factor is 1.0) and the wind flow is assumed without any inclination (flow inclination 0°).  

 
7.1.1 Wind Speed Distribution 

The 10-min mean wind speed probability distribution at hub height is modelled by a Weibull distribution 
for each direction, respectively [1]. The distributions are estimated based on long term corrected data 
from the LIDAR. Note that this data is 1hr averaging periods but according to IEC 61400-3-1 the long-
term probabiltiy distribution of mean wind speed may be assumed to be independent of averaging 
periods between 10min and 3hr. The results are summarized in the table below. Details can be found in 
Appendix D. Due to a relatively poor Weibull fit because of the very short measurement period, an 
alternative Weibull distribution is also  suggested based on the Translated Læsø Data (appendix F). 
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Table 38. Weibull distribution parameters based on long-term corrected LIDAR data at 140 m ASL 
(Primary model). 

Sector 
A parameter 

[-]  
k parameter 

[-]  
Frequency 

[%] 
Mean wind speed 

[m/s] 

Mean 10.89 2.22 100.00 9.64 

0-N 8.23 1.88 5.17 7.30 

1-NNE 8.09 1.90 4.56 7.18 

2-ENE 8.91 2.26 4.62 7.89 

3-E 10.02 2.60 6.52 8.90 

4-ESE 10.89 2.71 8.89 9.69 

5-SSE 10.76 2.53 8.30 9.55 

6-S 10.71 2.30 7.04 9.49 

7-SSW 12.59 2.53 10.40 11.17 

8-WSW 12.65 2.67 14.05 11.25 

9-W 11.85 2.28 14.16 10.49 

10-WNW 10.79 1.95 10.36 9.57 

11-NNW 8.64 1.97 5.94 7.66 

 
 

7.1.2 Normal Wind Profile (NWP) 

The site-specific normal wind profile is characterised by the mean wind shear power law coefficient (𝛼𝑐). 
According to IEC 61400-1 Ed. 4 [1] the site-specific omnidirectional characteristic wind shear should be 
evaluated as the energy weighted average of the sectorwise values. 

The long term corrected LiDAR measurements was used to calculate the characteristic shear. Two values 
are offered: A power law coefficient based on heights 100m, 120m, 140m, and 160m, the expected hub 
height range and, secondly, the shear across to expected rotor range, based on 40m, 140m and 240m 
height data. These have been long term corrected along the same line as the primary heights and the 
results are summarised in the table below. No further analysis of the athmospheric stability conditions 
at the site has been conducted. 
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Table 39. Site specific omnidirectional wind shear exponent. 

Method Wind shear power law exponent [ -]  

Hub height range (100m to 160m) 0.086 

Rotor range (40m to 240m) 0.088 

 
 

7.1.3 Normal Turbulence Model (NTM) 

The normal turbulence model in the IEC 61400-1 [1] is defined by a linear relationship between the 
characteristic 90% quantile of turbulence (𝜎𝑐,90) and wind speed. For offshore sites, this is not fully 
appropriate due to the Charnock effect which adds a second order effect to the turbulence increase with 
wind speed [2]. A special purpose offshore model is therefore considered where the turbulence mean 
value (𝜎𝜇) is modelled as a second order function of wind speed, and the turbulence standard deviation 

(𝜎𝜎) is modelled as a linear function of wind speed. The models are outlined by the equations below: 

𝜎𝜇(𝑈) = 𝐴𝜎𝜇 + 𝐵𝜎𝜇𝑈 + 𝐶𝜎𝜇𝑈
2 

𝜎𝜎(𝑈) = 𝐴𝜎𝜎 + 𝐵𝜎𝜎𝑈 

The characteristic turbulence required for structural design can be calculated by combining the two 
models as [1]: 

𝜎𝑐,90(𝑈) = 𝜎𝜇(𝑈) + 1.28𝜎𝜎(𝑈) 

Generally, the models and safety factors recommended by the IEC 61400-1 and IEC 61400-3-1 have been 
callibrated towards turbulence measured by cup anemometers, which cannot be compared to LIDAR 
measurements without a correction model. The turbulence model parameters for the current site are, 
therefore, quantified by combining the information provided by the LIDAR measurements with two 
offshore cup anemometer measurement campaigns: one located near Læsø (provided by Energinet) and 
another which is also located relatively close to site. The latter measurement campaign is taken from 
EMD’s database and  cannot be further disclosed.  

A three-step approach is considered to derive the representative characteristic turbulence at the site. 
First the LIDAR is used in a relative analysis to establish a model that can extrapolate turbulence with 
height. Then, the data from both masts (Læsø + undisclosed mast) is used to fit the turbulence model 
parameters (A, B, and C) which are then extrapolated vertically to hub height with the model established 
in step 1. Finally, the parameters derived at the mast positions are interpolated spatially to the exact 
site location by using inverse distance weighting.  

S T E P  1 :  V E R T I C A L  E X T R A P O L A T I O N  M O D E L  

The LIDAR measurements are used to establish a model that can extrapolate turbulence from the mast 
heights, both between 50 m and 100 m, to the turbine hub height of 140 m. For each LiDAR 
measurement height (from 40 m to 240 m) the average wind speed (𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑔) and turbulence intensity6 

(𝑇𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑔) has been calculated based on all available data. 

 
6 Taken from the turbulence intensity signal in the Lidar measurements. 
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 These two values are then combined to a synthesized average turbulence as: 

𝜎𝑎𝑣𝑔(ℎ) = 𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑔(ℎ) ∙ 𝑇𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑔(ℎ) 

The results of this analysis are outlined below. Some uncertainty in this translation may arise from the 
change in measurement volume of the LIDAR with height. It is not clear how well that is considered in 
the LIDAR turbulence intensity signal. 
 

Table 40. Results of turbulence analysis on LIDAR. 

Height [m]  
𝑼𝒂𝒗𝒈  

[m/s] 

𝑻𝑰𝒂𝒗𝒈  

[%] 

𝝈𝒂𝒗𝒈  

[m/s]  

𝝈𝒂𝒗𝒈/𝝈𝒂𝒗𝒈,𝟏𝟒𝟎𝒎  

[ -]  

40 7.72 9.0 0.693 0.984 

70 8.18 8.5 0.694 0.985 

100 8.44 8.3 0.698 0.990 

120 8.54 8.2 0.700 0.993 

140 8.65 8.1 0.705 1.000 

160 8.76 8.1 0.713 1.012 

180 8.85 8.2 0.722 1.024 

200 8.91 8.2 0.730 1.035 

240 9.05 8.4 0.756 1.073 

 

The relevant heights for turbulence exptrapolation are in the range of 50 m to 140 m. In this range it is 
appropriate to assume that the standard deviation is constant with height, hence, no extrapolation is 
required. This is in line with the proposal in IEC 61400-15-1 CD [3] that the wind speed standard deviation 
may be kept constant while wind speed is extrapolated upwards to hub height. 

S T E P  2 :  M O D E L  P A R A M E T E R  E S T I M A T I O N  

With the extrapolation model established the measurements at both masts are used to quantify the 
turbulence model parameters at their respective locations. The results of this analysis are shown below 
which also clearly justify a second order fit to the mean turbulence rather than a linear fit: 
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Figure 38. Turbulence model fit on data from external masts (mast 1: Læsø and mast 2: undisclosed). 

S T E P  3 :  S P A T I A L  I N T E R P O L A T I O N  

With turbulence models established at both masts positions the parameters at the site are finally 
derived by inverse distance weighting using a power parameter of 0.5. The results are summarized in 
the table below. 
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Table 41. Turbulence model parameters at the Hesselø FLS location (140 m). 

Turbulence model 
parameters at the 
site 

Turbulence 
mean value 
 

Turbulence 
standard 
deviation 

Turbulence 
characteristic  value  
 

A 0.3622 0.1383 0.5392 

B -0.0052 0.0077 0.0047 

C 0.0027  0.0027 

 
The figure below shows the characteristic turbulence at the two masts along with the inverse distance 
weighted (IDW) model recommended at the site (see Appendix G for tabulated values). 
 

 

Figure 39. Characteristic turbulence at the two masts along with the inverse distance weighted (IDW) 
model recommended at the site. 

 

7.1.4 Air Density 

Air density during normal wind conditions is characterised by its average value at hub height which is 
estimated based on the recent Global Atlas og Siting Parameters (GASP). GASP is the outcome of an 
EUDP sponsored project by DTU and EMD [4] where site parameters such as air density are defined for 
the heights 50m, 100m and 150m. The air density at hub height (140m) is estimated by interpolation. 
Alternatively, based on the calculated temperature at 100 m in section 7.1.5, the air density can be 
calculated to 1.235 kg/m3. 
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Air density average value (140m) 1.23kg/m3 

 

7.1.5 Air Temperature 

Air temperature has been measured on the Hesselø FLS buoy, but only for 8 month. The average 
temperature measured during the 8 months was 12.6°C. The temperature has been long-term corrected 
with EMD-WRF data from the FLS location to 8.9°C at the buoy. These temperatures conform with 
temperatures at surrounding meteorological stations (Table 43).  

The EMD-WRF timeseries has been calibrated to represent the lidar posistion at 100m height using an 
offset of -0.4°C (difference between WMD-WRF and measurements), which is then further adjusted to 
hub height (140m) using a temperature gradient of -6.5K/km [32]. The resulting timeseries has then 
been used to estimate how many hours the temperature is outside the normal and extreme 
temperature ranges defined in the IEC 61400-3-1 as -10°C to 30°C and -15°C to 40°C, respectively. The 
results are summarized in Table 42. The probability of temperatures falling outside the defined ranges 
is assessed by Gaussian distributions fitted to either the 10% highest or lowest tempreatures [16].  

 

Table 42. Temperature assessment at the Hesselø FLS location (140m). 

Check 
Tmin 
[°C]  

Tmax 
[°C] 

hours < Tmin 
[h/year]  

hours > Tmax 
[h/year]  

Total  hours outside 
range [h/year]  

Normal range -10.0 30.0 6.264 0.169 6.433 

Extreme range -15.0 40.0 0.096 0.000 0.096 

Mean air temperature 8.3°C 

Standard deviation air temperature 6.7°C  

Maximum temperature 28.4°C  

Minimum temperature -11.3°C  
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Table 43. Temperature measurements from surrounding stations 

Station Temperature,  
[°C] 

Station Temperature  
 [°C] 

Læsø (55m) 9.5 EMD-WRF (100m) 8.4 

Anholt (10m) 9.6 EMD-WRF (2m) 9.3 

Gniben (10m) 9.5 FL200-E01 (2m, 8 months) 12.6 

Nakkehoved (10m) 9.1 FL200-E01 (2m, long term) 8.9 

Väderö (2m) 8.8   

 

7.2 Extreme Wind Conditions 

7.2.1 Extreme Wind Speed Model (EWM)  

The site-specific extreme wind speed model is characterized by the extreme wind speed with a 50-year 
return period [1], which for offshore conditions is supplemented by the extreme wind speed with a 1-
year return period [2]. 

Typically, more data is required to reliably estimate extreme events than what is currently available to 
this project. The site-specific extreme wind speeds have therefore been estimated using the approach 
recommended by the Eurocode for wind loads on structures EN1991-1-4 [30] including its Danish Annex 
DK NA EN1991-1-4 [31] as well as the Danish Standard DS 472 [29]. 

EN1991-1-4 [30] defines a fundamental value of the basic wind speed (𝑣𝑏,0) which corresponds to a 50-
year extreme wind speed at 10 m height, independent of direction and time of year and with with a 
standard surface rougness of 𝑧0,𝐼𝐼 = 0.05𝑚. Inland in Denmark (expect for the West coast) this basic 
wind speed is set to 24 m/s [31], and in [33] it is specified that this value also covers the inner seas of 
Denmark where the current site is located. A first estimate of the 50-year extreme wind speed at hub 
height is calcualted by extrapolating this basis wind speed using the method described in EN 1991-1-4 
[30]. This resulted in a 50-year extreme wind speed og 40.7m/s. 

To verify and improve this result, and at the same time also add the 1-year extreme wind speed, a WEng 
model has been set up. It is noted that atmospheric conditions are assumed neutral in WEng which 
matches high wind speed conditions [34]. The analysis was performed through Site Compliance in 
windPRO as shown below: 
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Figure 40. WAsP Engineering settings and output from modelling in windPRO, Site Compliance. 

 

The resulting 1-year and 50-year extreme wind speeds are summarized in the table below: 

Table 44. Extreme wind speed results (140m). 

Time horizon Extreme wind speed [m/s] 

1-year 22.8 

50-year 40.5 

 
 

7.2.2 Wind Profile for Extreme Wind Speed Extrapolation 

The site-specific wind profile associated with extreme wind speed events has been estimated based on 
the provided LIDAR data, and then further investigated by a WEng analysis. First, concurrent LIDAR 
measurements from all heights between 40 m and 240 m have been considered to estimate a timeseries 
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of wind shear power law exponent values. The plot below shows the exponents associated with only the 
highest percentile of wind speeds at hub height: 

 

Figure 41. Wind shear extrapolation of extreme wind speed at Hesselø FLS. 

 

Initially, the wind shear mean value and median are not coinciding and the standard deviation (stddev.) 
is relatively high. In combination, this indicates that multiple atmospheric stability conditions are present 
at the considered wind speeds. As the wind speed percentile increases above ~0.96 the mean and 
median begin to coincide and converge. This suggests that the atmospheric stability becomes uniform 
and normally distributed. The converged value is most likely associated with neutral atmospheric 
stability conditions which prevail during extreme wind speed [34]. The associated wind shear is 
approximately 0.12-0.13, but it has to be noted that the 99th percentile of recorded wind speeds is only 
~20m/s. Consequently, it may not be fully appropriate to use the shear value for extreme wind speeds 
in the range of 35-50 m/s. 
 
To further investigate the wind profile at extreme wind speeds a WEng analysis has been made, which 
implicitly assumes neutral atmospheric conditions. An extreme wind analysis has been made similar to 
previously in section 7.2.1, but in addition to extracting the 50-year wind speed at hub height it has also 
been extracted at hub height +/- one rotor radius as summarized below. 

Table 45. Extreme wind speed calculated at +/- one rotor radius. 

Height [m]  50-year extreme windspeed [m/s]  

40 35.85 

140 40.48 

240 42.47 
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By fitting a straight line to the extreme wind profile in a double logarithmic plot, the wind shear value 
will appear as the slope: 
 

 

Figure 42. Fitted shear to extreme wind speed at three heights ASL. 

 

The wind shear found through WEng associated to the extreme wind speed as the site is 0.095 which is 
the value recommended for extreme wind speed extrapolation. 
 

Wind shear for extreme wind speed extrapolation 0.095 
 

To improve confidence in the result from WEng it is checked that the surface roughness (𝑧0) that it has 
assumed for the calculation correspond to rough sea. By plotting the wind profile in a semi-logarithmic 
plot the offset is equal to log(𝑧0): 
 

 

Figure 43. Fit on extreme wind speed to obtain roughness length at high wind speeds. 

 

The corresponding surface roughness used inside Weng is therefore: 

𝑒(−2.6117) = 0.073 
 

which seems appropriate for the sea state at high wind speed events. 
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7.2.3 Extreme Wind Shear (EWS) 

To estimate the site-specific extreme wind shear it is reccomended to use equations (27) and (28) in 
section 6.3.3.7 of the IEC 61400-1 [1] with site-specific values for the  ambient turbulence standard 
deviation together with the site-specific wind shear exponent. 

 

7.2.4 Turbulence at Extreme Wind speed 

In addition to the extreme turbulence model the IEC 61400-3-1 [2] requires that the site-specific 
turbulence for extreme wind speed is defined. Using the turbulence model defined in section 7.1.3 the 
turbulence is estimated at relevant extreme wind speeds as shown below: 

Table 46. Turbulence at extreme wind speed. 

WTG 
Class 

50-year 
windspeed 
(@hub 
height)  [m/s]  

50-year 
windspeed 
(10m height)  
[m/s]* 

Turbulence 
intensity  
mean [%]  

Turbulence 
intensity 
stddev.  [%]  

Turbulence 
intensity 
characteristic   
[%] 

I 50.0 37.94 13.9 1.0 15.3 

II 42.5 32.25 12.0 1.1 13.4 

III 37.5 28.45 10.7 1.1 12.2 

Site 40.5 30.72 11.5 1.1 12.9 

*The 10 m values for the IEC classes are calculated using a wind shear derived from the site-specific 10 m and 240 m extreme 
wind speed. 

 
It is generally accepted that there is a limiting condition for wave development, such that, for a given 
wind speed, the significant wave height and peak wavelengths stop growing. In effect, this means that 
the sea surface rougness will eventually saturate as the wind speed becomes very extreme, and the 
Charnock effect (second order effect) ceases. In [34] and [35] it was reported that the 10 m windspeed 
required for saturation of the surface roughness is in the range 33-40 m/s at a height of 10 m above sea 
level. However, these findings corresponded to virtually infinite fetch for wave development, and it is 
therefore expected that the wind speed required for saturation at the current site (where the fetch is 
rather limited) will be lower than the reported range of 33-40 m/s.  It is therefore expected to be  
conservative to only use the second order turbulence model to extrapolate the turbulence as it most 
likely overestimates the Charnock effect. However, a closer calibration of the turbulence model that 
accounts for saturation of the sea roughness is not currently justified without additional data. 
 

7.2.5 Extreme Turbulence Model (ETM) 

The site-specific extreme turbulence model as function of wind speed (𝜎𝐸𝑇𝑀) is assessed using the peak 
factor method described in the IEC 61400-1 footnote 32 [1]: 
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 𝜎𝐸𝑇𝑀(𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑏) = 𝜎𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑏) + 𝑘𝑝(𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑏) ∙ 𝜎𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑣(𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑏), 

𝑘𝑝 = 0.01 (
𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑒
(𝑚/𝑠)

− 21) (
𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑏
(𝑚/𝑠)

− 5) + 5 

Omnidirectional values are used for the mean wind speed (𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑒) as well as the mean and standard 
deviation of turbulence. The extreme turbulence values are plotted below: 

 

Figure 44. Extreme turbulence model. 

 

7.2.6 Air Density for Extreme Wind 

The air density for extreme wind conditions is taken from GASP [4]. Alternatively, the air density for 
extreme conditions can be found based on average temperature at high wind speed events. This is 
calculated as 1.24 kg/m3.  

Air density for extreme wind speeds (140m) 1.23 kg/m3 
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7.3 Summary Table of Siting Parameters 

The requested omnidirectional siting parameters are summarized in the table below.  

Table 47. Summary table of siting parameters (140m). 

Parameter  Value 

Mean wind speed 9.64 m/s 

Weibull distribution, A parameter (scale) 10.89 

Weibull distribution, k parameter (shape) 2.22 

Normal wind profile power law exponent 0.088 

Turbulence intensity mean value (𝑇𝐼𝜇) at a 10-min average wind 

speed of 15m/s* 

6.0% 

Turbulence intensity standard deviation (𝑇𝐼𝜎) at a 10-min average 
wind speed of 15m/s* 

1.7% 

Turbulence intensity 90% quantile at a 10-min average wind speed 
of 15m/s* 

8.2% 

Mean air density 1.23 kg/m3 

Mean air temperature 8.3 °C 

50-year extreme wind speed 40.5 m/s 

1-year extreme wind speed 22.8 m/s 

Wind shear for extreme wind speed extrapolation 0.095 

Characteristic turbulence intensity at 50-year extreme wind speed 12.9% 

Air density for extreme wind 1.23 kg/m3 

*Turbulence values ar other wind speeds can be found in appendix G. 
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8 Data Package 

EMD has submitted datasets in support of this study. These are as far as it is possible provided in 
accessible formats 

8.1 Raw Buoy Data 

The raw data from FLS-200 at Hesselø are provided as presented to EMD. These are the monthly data 
conforming to the description in this report. 

The files are labelled: 

• EOLOS_20210228_0000_20210327_2350_10minCompassZX_Code.dat 

• EOLOS_20210228_0000_20210427_2350_10minCompassZX_Code.dat 

• EOLOS_20210228_0000_20210527_2350_10minCompassZX_Code.dat 

• EOLOS_20210228_0000_20210627_2350_10minCompassZX_Code.dat 

• EOLOS_20210228_0000_20210727_2350_10minCompassZX_Code.dat 

• EOLOS_20210228_0000_20210827_2350_10minCompassZX_Code.dat 

• EOLOS_20210228_0000_20210927_2350_10minCompassZX_Code.dat 

• EOLOS_20210228_0000_20211027_2350_10minCompassZX_Code.dat 

 

For convenience, the raw data file are combined in a single text file. The text file can be imported directly 
into WindPRO, but as an open format, it is generally accessible. 

• FLS-200 raw data combined.txt 

 
 

8.2 Filtered and Repaired LIDAR Data 

A dataset for the filtered and repaired dataset is provided. The filter and repair process is described in 
section 3.2. The text file can be imported directly into WindPRO, but as an open format, it is generally 
accessible. 

• FLS-200 data filtered and repaired.txt 

The text file include measurements at all heights. Measurements on the buoy (METEO) are for practical 
reasons set at 10m. The dataset is organized in columns, starting with data for 12 m ASL, then proceeding 
with data for the next height. Data for a given height with SampleStatus flagged as “1” is disabled by 
EMD. 

The content of the columns is explained in Table 48. 
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Table 48. Column explanation for data time series. 

Column label  Description 

TimeStamp Date and time, dd/mm/yyyy hh.mm 

MeanWindSpeedUID_xx,xm Mean wind speed at height xx.x m, m/s 

DirectionUID_xx,xm Wind direction at height xx.x m, m/s 

TurbIntUID_xx,xm Turbulence intensity at height xx.x m 

MaxWindspeedUID_xx,xm Maximum wind speed at height xx.x m, m/s 

MinWindspeedUID_xx,xm Minimum wind speed at height xx.x m, m/s 

WindSpeedVerticalUID_xx,xm Vertical wind speed at height xx.x m, m/s 

StdDevWindspeedUID_xx,xm Standard deviation of wind speed at height xx.x m, m/s 

OtherUID_xx,xm Info flag at height xx.x m 

CNRSNRUID_xx,xm Code at height xx.x m (EOLOS data quality indicator) 

Comment_xx,xm Comments for height xx.x m (not used)  

TimeStampStatus_12,0m Internal setting for WindPRO 

SampleStatus_12,0m 
Status flag on entire sample: 0: OK, 1: disabled, 2: below 
limit, 4: above limit, 8: duplicate, 16: null value, 32: missing, 
128: other error  

DataStatus_yyyy_xx,xm 
Status flag for parameter yyyy flagged at height xx.x m. 
Settings as for Sample Status. 
 

DataStatus….. Datastatus for other parameters. 

 

8.3 EMD-WRF Dataset 

The EMD-WRF datasets used in this study are included in the data package.  

A text file export with selected parameters are included for the location of the Hesselø FLS 

• EMD-WRF at Hesselø FLS.txt 

The data columns are described in Table 49. 

All EMD-WRF datasets are included as WindPRO Meteo objects in an Object export file 

• EMD-WRF object export file.wpobjects 
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The object export file can be imported into WindPRO 3.5 by right-clicking in the Object list and select 
Import -> Import from windPRO object import file. The object export file includes more parameters than 
presented in the text file. 

 

Table 49. Column explanation for EMD-WRF data time series. 

Column label  Description 

TimeStamp Date and time, dd/mm/yyyy hh.mm 

MeanWindSpeedUID_xx,xm Mean wind speed at height xx.x m, m/s 

DirectionUID_xx,xm Wind direction at height xx.x m, m/s 

TurbIntUID_xx,xm Turbulence intensity at height xx.x m 

TemperatureUID_100,0m Temperature at height xx.x m 

Comment_xx,xm Comments for height xx.x m (not used)  

TimeStampStatus_12,0m Internal setting for WindPRO 

SampleStatus_12,0m 
Status flag on entire sample: 0: OK, 1: disabled, 2: below 
limit, 4: above limit, 8: duplicate, 16: null value, 32: missing, 
128: other error  

DataStatus_yyyy_xx,xm 
Status flag for parameter yyyy flagged at height xx.x m. 
Settings as for Sample Status. 
 

DataStatus….. Datastatus for other parameters. 

 

 

8.4 Long-term Corrected LIDAR data for 100, 120, 

140 and 160 m 

The long-term corrected time series at Hesselø FLS at 100, 120, 140 and 160 m ASL (the primary model) 
are included in the data package. 

• Long term corrected Hesselø FLS data Primary Model.txt 

Parameters included are wind speed and wind direction. Data format follows the format described 
above. The text file can be imported directly into WindPRO, but as an open format, it is generally 
accessible. 
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Long term time series are calculated for the corner nodes in the Hesselø wind farm zone. 

• Primary model North.txt 

• Primary model South.txt 

• Primary model West.txt 

 

8.5 Alternative calibrated Mesoscale Data 

The alternative model described as Calibrated Mesoscale Scale is provided as a time series only for 140 
m ASL 

• Calibrated Mesoscale Data.txt 

Parameters include wind speed, wind direction and temperature. Data format follows the format 
described above. The text file can be imported directly into WindPRO, but as an open format, it is 
generally accessible. 

 

8.6 Alternative Læsø Adapted Data. 

The alternative model described as Translated Læsø Data is provided as a timeseries only for 140 m ASL. 

• Translated Læsø Data.txt 

Parameters include wind speed, wind direction. Data format follows the format described above. The 
text file can be imported directly into WindPRO, but as an open format, it is generally accessible. 
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 Raw data import filter, FLS200-E01 

 
 

Column Header First data Channel Type Sub type Unit Height Name Converted

1 timestamp 28/02/2021 00.00 Time stamp Date&Time d-m-y h:m 28/02/2021 01.00

2 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_HorizWS 6,379 Wind speed Mean m/s 12 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 6,38 m/s

3 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,262 Wind speed StdDev m/s 12 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,26 m/s

4 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_MaxWS 6,982 Wind speed Max m/s 12 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 6,98 m/s

5 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_MinWs 5,824 Wind speed Min m/s 12 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_MinWs_Min 5,82 m/s

6 lidar_lidar10m_WD_alg_03 266,262 Wind direction Mean Degrees 12 lidar_lidar10m_WD_alg_03_Mean 266,3 Degrees

7 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_VertWs 0,074 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 12 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,07 m/s

8 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 12 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

9 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

10 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_Packets 38 Ignore

11 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_TurbInt 0,051 Turbulence intensity Mean 12 lidar_lidar10m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,051

12 lidar_lidar10m_code 1 Ignore

13 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_HorizWS 8,964 Wind speed Mean m/s 40 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 8,96 m/s

14 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,265 Wind speed StdDev m/s 40 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,27 m/s

15 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_MaxWS 9,53 Wind speed Max m/s 40 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 9,53 m/s

16 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_MinWs 8,416 Wind speed Min m/s 40 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_MinWs_Min 8,42 m/s

17 lidar_lidar38m_WD_alg_03 272,082 Wind direction Mean Degrees 40 lidar_lidar38m_WD_alg_03_Mean 272,1 Degrees

18 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_VertWs 0,013 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 40 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,01 m/s

19 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 40 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

20 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

21 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_Packets 38 Ignore

22 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_TurbInt 0,041 Turbulence intensity Mean 40 lidar_lidar38m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,041

23 lidar_lidar38m_code 1 CNR/SNR Mean dB 40 lidar_lidar38m_code_Mean 1,0 dB

24 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_HorizWS 11,043 Wind speed Mean m/s 70 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 11,04 m/s

25 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,275 Wind speed StdDev m/s 70 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,28 m/s

26 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_MaxWS 11,571 Wind speed Max m/s 70 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 11,57 m/s

27 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_MinWs 10,565 Wind speed Min m/s 70 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_MinWs_Min 10,57 m/s

28 lidar_lidar68m_WD_alg_03 279,112 Wind direction Mean Degrees 70 lidar_lidar68m_WD_alg_03_Mean 279,1 Degrees

29 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_VertWs 0,049 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 70 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,05 m/s

30 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 70 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

31 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

32 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_Packets 38 Ignore

33 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_TurbInt 0,037 Turbulence intensity Mean 70 lidar_lidar68m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,037

34 lidar_lidar68m_code 1 CNR/SNR Mean dB 70 lidar_lidar68m_code_Mean 1,0 dB

35 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_HorizWS 11,554 Wind speed Mean m/s 100 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 11,55 m/s

36 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,284 Wind speed StdDev m/s 100 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,28 m/s

37 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_MaxWS 11,999 Wind speed Max m/s 100 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 12,00 m/s

38 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_MinWs 10,807 Wind speed Min m/s 100 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_MinWs_Min 10,81 m/s

39 lidar_lidar98m_WD_alg_03 284,337 Wind direction Mean Degrees 100 lidar_lidar98m_WD_alg_03_Mean 284,3 Degrees

40 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_VertWs 0,123 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 100 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,12 m/s

41 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 100 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

42 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

43 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_Packets 38 Ignore

44 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_TurbInt 0,039 Turbulence intensity Mean 100 lidar_lidar98m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,039

45 lidar_lidar98m_code 1 CNR/SNR Mean dB 100 lidar_lidar98m_code_Mean 1,0 dB

46 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_HorizWS 11,83 Wind speed Mean m/s 120 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 11,83 m/s

47 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,282 Wind speed StdDev m/s 120 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,28 m/s

48 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_MaxWS 12,405 Wind speed Max m/s 120 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 12,41 m/s

49 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_MinWs 11,288 Wind speed Min m/s 120 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_MinWs_Min 11,29 m/s

50 lidar_lidar118m_WD_alg_03 286,412 Wind direction Mean Degrees 120 lidar_lidar118m_WD_alg_03_Mean 286,4 Degrees

51 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_VertWs 0,085 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 120 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,09 m/s

52 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 120 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

53 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

54 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_Packets 38 Ignore

55 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_TurbInt 0,04 Turbulence intensity Mean 120 lidar_lidar118m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,04

56 lidar_lidar118m_code 1 CNR/SNR Mean dB 120 lidar_lidar118m_code_Mean 1,0 dB

57 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_HorizWS 12,243 Wind speed Mean m/s 140 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 12,24 m/s

58 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,298 Wind speed StdDev m/s 140 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,30 m/s

59 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_MaxWS 12,895 Wind speed Max m/s 140 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 12,90 m/s

60 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_MinWs 11,558 Wind speed Min m/s 140 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_MinWs_Min 11,56 m/s

61 lidar_lidar138m_WD_alg_03 289,275 Wind direction Mean Degrees 140 lidar_lidar138m_WD_alg_03_Mean 289,3 Degrees

62 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_VertWs 0,094 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 140 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,09 m/s

63 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 140 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

64 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

65 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_Packets 37 Ignore

66 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_TurbInt 0,042 Turbulence intensity Mean 140 lidar_lidar138m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,042

67 lidar_lidar138m_code 1 CNR/SNR Mean dB 140 lidar_lidar138m_code_Mean 1,0 dB

68 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_HorizWS 12,67 Wind speed Mean m/s 160 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 12,67 m/s

69 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,344 Wind speed StdDev m/s 160 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,34 m/s

70 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_MaxWS 13,377 Wind speed Max m/s 160 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 13,38 m/s
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Column Header First data Channel Type Sub type Unit Height Name Converted

71 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_MinWs 11,7 Wind speed Min m/s 160 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_MinWs_Min 11,70 m/s

72 lidar_lidar158m_WD_alg_03 291,632 Wind direction Mean Degrees 160 lidar_lidar158m_WD_alg_03_Mean 291,6 Degrees

73 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_VertWs 0,146 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 160 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,15 m/s

74 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 160 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

75 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

76 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_Packets 38 Ignore

77 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_TurbInt 0,047 Turbulence intensity Mean 160 lidar_lidar158m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,047

78 lidar_lidar158m_code 1 CNR/SNR Mean dB 160 lidar_lidar158m_code_Mean 1,0 dB

79 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_HorizWS 13,371 Wind speed Mean m/s 180 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 13,37 m/s

80 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,278 Wind speed StdDev m/s 180 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,28 m/s

81 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_MaxWS 14,146 Wind speed Max m/s 180 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 14,15 m/s

82 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_MinWs 12,647 Wind speed Min m/s 180 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_MinWs_Min 12,65 m/s

83 lidar_lidar178m_WD_alg_03 294,369 Wind direction Mean Degrees 180 lidar_lidar178m_WD_alg_03_Mean 294,4 Degrees

84 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_VertWs 0,163 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 180 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,16 m/s

85 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 180 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

86 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

87 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_Packets 38 Ignore

88 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_TurbInt 0,04 Turbulence intensity Mean 180 lidar_lidar178m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,04

89 lidar_lidar178m_code 1 CNR/SNR Mean dB 180 lidar_lidar178m_code_Mean 1,0 dB

90 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_HorizWS 13,984 Wind speed Mean m/s 200 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_HorizWS_Mean 13,98 m/s

91 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_StdDevWS 0,325 Wind speed StdDev m/s 200 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 0,33 m/s

92 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_MaxWS 14,66 Wind speed Max m/s 200 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 14,66 m/s

93 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_MinWs 13,558 Wind speed Min m/s 200 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_MinWs_Min 13,56 m/s

94 lidar_lidar198m_WD_alg_03 295,396 Wind direction Mean Degrees 200 lidar_lidar198m_WD_alg_03_Mean 295,4 Degrees

95 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_VertWs 0,216 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 200 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 0,22 m/s

96 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 200 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

97 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

98 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_Packets 24 Ignore

99 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_TurbInt 0,045 Turbulence intensity Mean 200 lidar_lidar198m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 0,045

100 lidar_lidar198m_code 1 CNR/SNR Mean dB 200 lidar_lidar198m_code_Mean 1,0 dB

101 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_HorizWS 9999 Wind speed Mean m/s 240 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_HorizonWS_Mean_Mean9.999,00 m/s

102 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_StdDevWS 9999 Wind speed StdDev m/s 240 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_StdDevWS_StdDev 9.999,00 m/s

103 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_MaxWS 9999 Wind speed Max m/s 240 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_MaxWS_Max 9.999,00 m/s

104 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_MinWs 9999 Wind speed Min m/s 240 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_MinWs_Min 9.999,00 m/s

105 lidar_lidar238m_WD_alg_03 9999 Wind direction Mean Degrees 240 lidar_lidar238m_WD_alg_03_Mean 9.999,0 Degrees

106 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_VertWs 9999 Wind speed vertical Mean m/s 240 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_VertWs_Mean 9.999,00 m/s

107 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_InfoFlag 4 Other 240 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_InfoFlag 4

108 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_StatFlag 0 Ignore

109 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_Packets 0 Ignore

110 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_TurbInt 9999 Turbulence intensity Mean 240 lidar_lidar238m_Z10_TurbInt_Mean 9.999,00

111 lidar_lidar238m_code 2 CNR/SNR Mean dB 240 lidar_lidar238m_code_Mean 2,0 dB

112 meteo_Sn_min 3,2 Ignore

113 meteo_Sm_avg 5,463 Met Wind speed Mean m/s 10 Met_meteo_Sm_avg_Mean 5,46 m/s

114 meteo_Sx_max 6,9 Ignore

115 meteo_Dir_bear 260,839 Met Wind direction Mean Degrees 10 Met_meteo_Dir_bear_Mean 260,8 Degrees

116 meteo_Ta_avg 2,702 Met Temperature Mean Deg C 10 Met_meteo_Ta_avg_Mean 2,7 Deg C

117 meteo_Ua_avg 100 Met Relative humidity Mean % 10 Met_meteo_Ua_avg_Mean 100,00%

118 meteo_Pa_avg 1033,23 Met Pressure Mean hPa 10 Met_meteo_Pa_avg_Mean 1.033,2 hPa

119 meteo_Rc 0 Precipitation Mean mm/h 10 meteo_Rc_Mean 0,0 mm/h

120 meteo_SlrW_Avg 999 Solar irradiation (direct)Mean W/m² 0 meteo_SlrW_Avg_Mean 999,0 W/m²

121 AHRS_AHRSroll_Max 2,815 Ignore

122 AHRS_AHRSroll_Min -5,938 Ignore

123 AHRS_AHRSpitch_Max 5,442 Ignore

124 AHRS_AHRSpitch_Min -4,555 Ignore

125 AHRS_AHRSyaw_Max 3,197 Ignore

126 AHRS_AHRSyaw_Min -4,576 Ignore

127 buoy_status_CR6S_batt_Avg NaN Met Battery Mean V 10 Met_buoy_status_CR6S_batt_Avg_Mean

128 buoy_status_GPSlat 56,4642 Ignore
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 Hesselø FLS200-E01 filtered and 

repaired dataset 
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 FLS200-E01 verification and 

classification uncertainty 

Verification uncertainty on four selected heights ASL from the verification report by Multiversum [12] 
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Type specific classification uncertainty from classification report for ZX300 by DNV-GL [13] 
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 Hesselø FLS200-E01 Long-term 

Corrected Dataset 
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 Alternative Model: Calibrated 

Mesoscale Dataset (140 m) 
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 Alternative Model: Translated Læsø 

Data 
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 Normal Turbulence Model (140 m) 
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Wind speed 
[m/s] 

Turbulence 
intensity mean 
value (𝑻𝑰𝝁)  [%] 

Turbulence intensity 
standard deviation 
(𝑻𝑰𝝈)  [%] 

Turbulence intensity  
90% quanti le  [%]  

3 12.4 5.4 19.3 

4 9.6 4.2 15.0 

5 8.1 3.5 12.6 

6 7.2 3.1 11.1 

7 6.6 2.7 10.1 

8 6.2 2.5 9.4 

9 6.0 2.3 8.9 

10 5.8 2.2 8.6 

11 5.8 2.0 8.4 

12 5.8 1.9 8.2 

13 5.8 1.8 8.2 

14 5.9 1.8 8.2 

15 6.0 1.7 8.2 

16 6.1 1.6 8.2 

17 6.3 1.6 8.3 

18 6.4 1.5 8.4 

19 6.6 1.5 8.5 

20 6.8 1.5 8.6 

21 7.0 1.4 8.8 

22 7.2 1.4 8.9 

23 7.4 1.4 9.1 

24 7.6 1.3 9.3 

25 7.8 1.3 9.5 
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EMD International A/S  

Wind speed 
[m/s] 

TURBULENCE MEAN 

VALUE (𝝈𝝁) [M/S] 
TURBULENCE STANDARD 

DEVIATION (𝝈𝝈)  [M/S] 
Turbulence 90% QUANTILE 
[m/s] 

3 0.37 0.16 0.58 

4 0.39 0.17 0.60 

5 0.40 0.18 0.63 

6 0.43 0.18 0.66 

7 0.46 0.19 0.70 

8 0.50 0.20 0.75 

9 0.54 0.21 0.80 

10 0.58 0.22 0.86 

11 0.64 0.22 0.92 

12 0.69 0.23 0.98 

13 0.76 0.24 1.06 

14 0.83 0.25 1.13 

15 0.90 0.25 1.22 

16 0.98 0.26 1.31 

17 1.07 0.27 1.40 

18 1.16 0.28 1.50 

19 1.25 0.28 1.60 

20 1.36 0.29 1.71 

21 1.46 0.30 1.83 

22 1.58 0.31 1.95 

23 1.69 0.32 2.08 

24 1.82 0.32 2.21 

25 1.95 0.33 2.34 

 


